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CENSUS OF MAINE 1WTUFACTURES - 1954 
RESUME 
VALUE OF PRODUCT DROPS 2.61c, FROM 1951 
A contraction in IllaJ."1.1.Lfacturing a.ct j_vi ty in 1954 resulted in a 2.6% drop 
in the value of product from 1.169 billion dollars in 1953 to 1.139 
billion in 1954. 1802 establishments reported a 7.9% decline in employ-
ment which, translatea. into absoJ.:µ.te terms, amounts to about 10 thousand 
fewer nnnufacturing workers in Maine. Gross Wages dipped by 7.8% from 
344 million dolla rs to 317 million dollars in 1953 and 1954, respectively~ 
w~ile the Average Annual Earnings barely maintained their historical up-
ward trend with a gain of • l1i from $2864 to $2866 in the 1953 to 1954 
period. (See Charts A, B, and c.) 
ELECTRICAL MACHD::ERY CrR01FTn TR"EHD k '1V1DLING 
As in 1953, the Electrical Machinery industry showed the largest percentage 
gain in product va lue. This gain, however, in 1954 was only 38.5% and indi-
cated a leveling off when compared with the :percentaGe gain from 1952 to 
1953 of 123 .4,%. The Paper indus try reported an 8 million d.ollar increase 
in product value from 1953 to 19.514', Fabricated Metal Products an 8 million 
dollar gain, and Leath.er and Lea t her Products a 5 million dollar increase. 
Increases were reported in 12 of the major industry groups ranging from 
1.L~% to 38. 5%, while t he oth er 6 :me.,jor grou:ps showed product value 
decreases rang ing from 3% to 35.3%. Th e most significant of the decreases 
was in the Textiles industry which d.eclined 14.3% from 1953 or in absolute 
terms a decline of 36 million dollars from 256 million in 1953 to 220 million 
in 1954. A significant contraction was also recorded in the Lumber and Wood 
Products industry which dropped 17 million dollars from 127 million in 1953 
to 111 million in 1954. 
PAPER AND ALLIED PRODUCTS MA.H!TAIFS PRODUCT VALUE LEADERSHIP 
The product value inter-industry relationships were positionally unchanged 
from 1953 to 1954 with Paper and Allied Products leading the field at 293 
million dollars; Textiles second at 220 million; Foocl and Kindred Products 
third with 153 million; Leather and Leather Proa_ucts fourth; and Lumber and 
Wood Products fifth with 149 million and 111 million dollars, respectively. 
( See Chart n.) 
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CUHBERLA;;m COUNTY rn FIRST PL!CE, OT}3:E:R PRil:CIPAL COUWTIES DECLEfE 
At the county level, with 198 million dollars of product value, Cumberland 
was first position. This fignre represented a gain of .6% over 1953 reports. 
The other 4 oo,jor manufacturing counties reported declines in their product 
v2.lue ra:.'lginp. fro m oJ,)~ ·co 15 .,9% . Penobscot was in second position with 147 
million dollars; And!'ose::cggin, third at 137 million; York, fourth at 127 
million, and Kermabe~, fifth ·with 126 million. ( See Chart E.) 
Of the total 16 co·.;i1tie3 onl;? 7 reported product value focreg.ses from 1953 
to 19)~1} i/.f[.,s:1ing:.0~1• ec:rt.1nt:/ L:::pc,1't<;;,d the largest percentage gain~ 2J.6%, a 
dollar increase of al10ut 8 raillion,. 
WASF.I:!:TGTON COlWTY P3GArTS ITS POSITION nT FOOD INDUSTRY 
Su1Jplanting Aroostooi{ county in 195L1-, Washington county was again repre-
sented among the top 3 i~ t he Food in&ustry. In tne Leather and Leather 
Products group, .s~m~n·2t count:,,r and. York county e.."Cchang ed positions from 
1953 to 1954. as diC. Jx.f1rc1 a,nd Penobscot counties in the Lumber and Wood 
Products grouping. Uth.ar than t hese c:1anges the 3 leading counties in each 
of the 5 ID3.jor indt~d-;:r: i.es (by per cent of total product va.lue for the indus-
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PORTLA:r\ID-SOUTH PORTLA~m HT FIRST PLACE BY PRnmrcT VALUE AS INJJiJSTRIAL-Uiu:!A!,T 
AREA 
Portland-South Portland Tegained its leaders:dp in terms of prod.net value 
as an industrial-,u.rban a::-·ea; holrever, Le,,ri s cor--Auburn led, as in previous 
years, on the Gross Wa[;es a:r..d. Errrployment bases. The data for these leading 
areas ·oy Product Value, Wages, and Em:ployrr.eut are shown on the following page. 
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Ana, Product Value Gross Wages Emoloyment 
1. Port land-South 
Portland 113 million 26 million 8.7 thouse,nd 
2. Lewiston,..Auburn 106 million 32 million 12.7 thousand 
3., Bid.def o rd,.. Saco 69.2 million 22 million 6.8 thousand 
The ten leading civil divisions for 1954 by product Value were: 
1. Portland 86.2 million 6. Rumford 43.1 million 
2. te"tr.riston 62.6 million 7. Auburn 1-i,z.o million 
)o Westbrook .53.7 million 8 • Saco 38..8 million 
4. Bath 50.7 million 9· Augusta 37.5 million 5. Millinocket L~4.8 million 10. Sanford 33.7 million 
Mad.a:waska., Waterville, Biddeford., Winslow, and South Portland trailed in 
that order with product values from 31.5 to 26.8 million dollars. 
The average of gross wages paid to 111 thousand Maine manufacturing workers 
in 1954 barely held its own with an increase of 2 dollars from $2864 in 
1953 to $2866 in 1954, a gain of .1%. Industrially, the highest averages 
were attained by Transportation Equipment at $4340, Paper and Allied Prod,.. 
ucts at $3939, and Mon-Electric Machinery at $3812. The low averages on 
the industrial basis were reported by Miscellaneous M:~nufacturing, $1610; 
Food and. Kindred Products, $1679; and Apparel, $1902. 
Reflecting the industrial high's and low's, Sagadahoc, York, and Oxford 
counties were high with $3675, $3587, and $3134, respectively, \f.ihHe the 
low average industries were dominant in the correspondingly low counties: 
Washington at $1598, Knox at $2013, and Lincoln at $2046. 
Extending the industrial high's and low 1 s to the city and to"'m level, we 
find Kittery, $4467; Rumford, $l.J·539; Maa.awaska, $'-l,325; Bucksport, $4276; 
with Jay, Bath, South Portland, Lisbon, Topsham, and Winslow close behind 
in that order. PrimariJ...y reflecting the low's of the very seasonal Food 
industry, Cherryfield and Columbia Falls reported $340 each: New Sharon, 
$426; East Machias, $M,2; anc1 Gorham, $470. 
vii 
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CEI'TSUS OF 1'/AIFE MANCJFACTu"RBS - 19 54 
MAH:E WORK STOPP.AGES UP DJ 1954-MANUFACTURDTG IDLE TIME ALMOST FOUR 
TI MES !iIGE.ER 
work stoF0af;es in 1954 in all non-agricu.ltural industry in Maine revealed 
a trend to1,,m,rd more stoppages of longer duration than in ~_)revious years. 
This trend is traceable to the Maine te:;i:tile industry which accounted for 
36% of the total 41 thousano. mandays lost in 195Li,. The distribution of 
these stop~?a.ges, as sho\'m ·oelovr, indicates a reversal of last year's pic-
ture when non-:manufacturin.;2; industries were dominant with oirer two thirds 
of the total time lost; for in 1954 manufacturing industries accounted for 
over 80% of idle ffi9.nd.ays. 
-· 
I Item Number of I Number cf Number of Sto~)Tx'1.c es Workers Lost ..1. - '-• Involved Man days 
All Maine Incl.ustry 1954 22 21+00 4o,800 
1953 16 .5000 28,600 
-·-· 
Maine Manufacturing 1954 11 1670 33,760 
1953 6 JOOO 9,000 
~ine Textiles 19 .51+ 4 700 14,.560 
All Maine Ind.ust ry 
(Ter cent chan6 e 1953 to 19.54) f 37 -.5% -52.0% t L~z .67b 
.. 
Maine Mc:mufac turing ( per 
cent of All Ma.ine Industry) 
Work Stoppa g es 1954 50% 69% 33% 
19.53 }3% 60% 31% 
Maine Textiles (per cen.t 
of All Maine Industry) 195L~ 181 I 29% 36Jb 
Work Stoppages 
-
Maine work sto:?paf;es still indic8.tes the existence of sound_ and healthy 
l abor-,manaf; ement relations in 195l.J-; for while employing over .6% of the 
nations I Non-Agricultural workers, the number of workers ancl idle nandays 
only amounted to .2% of t:ie national totals. In the manufacturing category 
the time lost and workers involved also represented only .25b of the national 
totals, while Maine rranufacturing estarJlishments employ over •7% of the 
nations' manufacturing workers. 
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CENSUS OF MAINE MA.l'\JUFACTURES - 1954 
Chart D: Per cent of all Maine total - Value of Procluct, Gross Wages Paid, and Number of 
1·:Torkers included in the first five major industries as ranked by Value of Product 
for - 1954 
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CENSUS OF r,iA,IW~ MA1TUFACTl1RES - 19 ~ 
Chart E: Per cent of all Maine Total - Value of Prodmlct, Gross Wages Paid, and Num-ber of 
Workers included in the first five counties as ranked by Value of Product for - 1954 
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TABLE A - THE STATE BY ;t: AJ OR 1NDUSTRY GROUPS 
I TYPE OF INDUSTRY i 




I WAGES ANNUAL ·~ I I -
i ~ .... __ _ . ,,_ -·--.. - -
[ ;:;:;:-M ANUF A CTU R I NG 
.. 1-
l GROSS I AVER,\GE II NUMBER OF .~-RKERS --, 
_,_ _ PAI~-- ___ ~ _ EA~N rnss __ - l !o~-A~ I_ ~iA_L~ 1-- FE~IA1:_EI 
i $ 
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS • ! ••••••••••••••••·• ; 
TEXTILE Ml LL PRODUCTS ........................ 1 
APPAREL AND OF:ER FI NISHED PRODUCTS :1jA DE 
FROM FABRICS AND SIMILAR MATERIALS ••••••••• 
LUMBER AND lrJOOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FUR;: 1 TURE) ••• 
FURNITURE AND FIXTURES ••·· .................. . 
PAPER AND ALLIED PRODUCTS ............ ., ••••••• 
PRINTING , PUB LISHING, AND ALLIED Jt,JDUSTR!ES~ •• 
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS ••••••••••• ••••• 
RUBBER PRO DUCTS ••••••• •••• ••••••••••••••••••• 
LEATHER ANC LEATHER PRODUCTS ........... . .... . 
STONE, CLAY, AND GLASS PRODUCTS ............. . 
PRIMARY METAL INDUSTRIES •••••••••••••••••• ! .. 
153 ,50 04J 
219 i o3 904 
1g1i94520 
109 989 $63 
5 256 338 
292 735 3g4 
15 25 2 263 
15 761 304 
856 925 
J\E :S05 Oli.4 
10 530 806 
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I $ 317 25c1 713 1 $ 2 g66 ~I 110 6~3 .li..:11.l I J!!.E 
I 2J 7 09 o 67 I 679 i I 4 I I 7 6 94 I 7 17 6 i 
I 57 898 193 2 955 I 19 594 It 632 7 962 i ! ,: I 
4 I 67 062 I 902 l! 2 201 362 I 819 I 
31 973 326 i 2 171 I: 14 726 12 H9 2 195 I 
I 6 34 823 I 2 4 g I I 6 5 9 5 64 95 i 
67 768 079 .
1 
3 939 I 17 206 15 155 2 051 l 
5 690 563 3 343 ii 702 1 260 442 I 
t· I 
I ::: ::; : ::: I' ~:: 5:~ ~: I 
! I 44 ~33 633 2 233 ,. 19 ggo g 893 JO 987 I 
2 898 350 3 133 925 912 13 
I 569 538 2 543 224 201 23 I , FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS (O'CEPT ORD~:.~1NCE ,j I 
MACHINERY AND TRANSPORTATIO N EQUIP MENT ~!... 39 505 262 ! 9 043 221 3 437 I· 2 631 2 263 
MACHI NERY (EXCEPT E LE CTR r CAL) •• • • • • • • • • • ••• • • ~ I ,1 o 525 I 15 309 060 I 3 1! 12 4 I 47 II 3 737 
ELECTRICAL MACH fN ERY, EQUIPMENT, MEl su~PUEs. 7 970 li97 I t 354 795 , 3 226 420 158 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT J/ ••••!!•••••••••!•~~ 52 731 35~ 1 47 094 523 ll 4 340 18 852110 303 
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS, ETC ................. ~ I 756 66S 276 221 3 496 79 66 
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PISC~TAQUIS ··~·~~···············• ~ _ u o ~ o '+ 
Ill [I 59 5s2 002 13 946 ~oo , 61, , 195 3 214 521 I 
'1
1 
54 54g 215 15 157 370 2 400 11 6 ;15 4 274 2 041 I 
22 220 009 2 773 91~ 2 239 11 I 239 325 4I!J j 
J ___ ,:; ~;: ~:; -1--- 7~ :~: :~~- -1--~ ~:~ _J _ .I: ;1:_L; ;;: 1_:_;iU 
SAGADAHOC ••••• : ••••• ~ ••••••••••• : 
SO MERSET•••••• • •••••••••••••••••~ 
WALOO ••.••• ~········••···•·••!'····~~ 
t-J ASHINGTON . ••• ••••.••••••••.• , ••••• •• 
YORK J/ •··•·•·•···· ··•······••· 
-··-----------
J/ PORTSMOUTH NAVAL SHIPYARD lNCLUDED, EXCEPT VALUE OF PRODUCT. 

CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 1954 
TABLE C - THE STATE BY ESTABLISHMENT SIZE, All MA NUFACTURING 
ESTABLISHMENTS EM PLO Yl NG: 
TO !JOO 
•···•••··············•• 63 lt~5 2$7 
TO 450 ...... .................. 25 144 157 
TO 500 ....................... 4o 180 024 




















CENSUS OF MAI NE MANUFACTURES - 1954 
TABLED. THE STATE BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS , ALL MANUFACTURING (PERCENTAGE DATA) 
-- .-- -· --'- --· ·- -·· -··----- -- ···- ---- --iT_,_VAL-UE ___ OF-PROD-UCT _ ____ i l _._ . GROSS [~AGES PA ID ___ ~ : TOTAL" NUMBER OT 1;JomCT:1$' lj .. AVERAGE ANNUAq 
1
1
1 ii- ; · --ft- . 1, E.~R~~ 1:, ss : 
TYPE OF INDUSTRY , fER CENT I PER CENT '. t PER crnT i PER .~~NT 11 PER crnr I PE~ prnr 
1
: PER .~ENT f 
l,~-
I ALL r-, ANUFACTU Rl!·iG 
.1 ·.' F TOTAL I CHANGE 1: OF TOTAL · CHAH1, E ,·,. OF TOHL I CHA·,GE i! CHAi'-. GE r 
'!; 195li I FROM 1953 ·;1 1954 ! FROM 1953 ! 1954 '. FRCl rt. 1953 ti FROM 19531' 








,l i j ·,., g 6 6 FOOD AND .. KINDRED PRODUCTS •••••••••••••••••••• !I 13.5 ! 5.7 , 7.5 :J. 3.7 ! 12. -10. !, I .o 
TEXTILE ~;ilLL PRODUCTS ..... . .................. 1! 19.3 I -14.3 11 13.2 I -19.1 I' 17.7 -16.2 .:' -3.5 
APPAREL AND OTHER FINISHED PRODUCTS :,1ADE ·'! l Ii i f ·:; 
FROM FA, R!CS AND SIMILAR" MATER!ALS •••••• ~;. I: 1.6 14.1+ p 1.3 ·I i.9 .,·! 2.0 13.6 1; 
,,, 1·l I I i.· , LUMBE R 1,:m h'OOD PRODUCTS••••••••••••••••••••~ !I 9.7 -13~2 ii 10.I \ -19.! !; 13.3 -14.2 
FU RN l TU RE AND F I X TU RES • ••• · •• ~ •• • .••••••••••• ~ • : 1 • 5 - 3 ~ 0 ll • 5 - • 7 j ; • 6 4 ~ 4 
:1 !!,· ·1'1 PAPER AND ALLIED PRODUCTS···················· !t 25.6 '! 2.6 21.3 4.9 1: 
PRl~TIIIG, PUBLISHING, AND. ALLIED INDUSTRIES;.,, 1;3 'I. J.I II 1.6 5.9 ii 
CHE1·dC.~LS AND .,LUED PRODUCTS ................. 1, I.ti ·. J I0.6 1
1
-li .6 I0.5 i: 
RUBBER PRODUCTS •••••••.•••••••••• ~~•••·•••••· '1,' .-1 2.8 .I -18.3 I 
il Ii LEA.~HER AND LEATHE'i PRODUCTS•••••• • ••••••••·~ 
11
\ 13.1 3.5 !1 14.o .9 ii 
ST01"E, CLAY, AND GLASS PRODUCTS .... o .. •••••.•• _
1
, . .9 4~7 li .9 -3.9 1, 
PRI MARY i•lETAL INDUSTRIES ••••••••••••••••••••• : I. .2 -23.2 l i .2 -16.I 1·:,: 
f'ABRI CAT ED METAL PRO DUCTS (EXCEPT O RD~:M·' CE I 1 : 
MACH lNERY AND TRM!SPQRTAT!ON EQUW·T ··JT) :~ . : I i. 3.5 ! 25.:, 1
1
11. 2.9 17.1+ l: 
( ) I I 6 I 6 6 5 11! I MACHINERY EXCEPT ELECTRICAL ••·· ! ••·•····••• ii 3. I ·2. 5.0 ... 29. 




















ELECTRICAL MACHINERY ..................... .... : 1' .7 I 38.5 II .4 I 39.9 'II 
I TRANS 10RTATION EQUIPMENT J/ .• , .....•..•• , .••• , . 4.6 9.5 J 14.8 -1 o.6 
I 
SC1ENTlftC INSTRUMENTS , ETC ••••••••••••••••• : II .t I 1.4 ., ! 4. 8 II • I 
.. --~J!_CE_ L LANEOUS MANUFACTU RI ~G INDUSTRIES •••••• ·J_ . 3 -35. 3 . • 3 _ j -21 • I_. - ·-· JL. ·- .5 
J/ PORTSMOUTH NAVAL SHIPYARD INCLUDED, EXCEPT VIILUE OF PRODUCT. 

CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 1954 
TABLE E - THE STATE BY COUNT! ES, ALL MANUFACTURING (PERCENTAGE DATA) 
. --·---·------·i,r v:,Lu E ~;-; ~ 00 c~ .. .. ··1r -· -~~;~ ~AG;~:-~~-=-~J ____ !~T.l~-~~;1BE~°.:. . ~~KER;·l ~;m~ I £iu~~ 
aJUNTY ,·PERCENT; PER CENT ii PER CENT I PER CENT ,l PER CENT ·,  PER CENT l - · ·-PER .. CEr{r .. -·· ,.··-





.:2 f ~_:25·~-- -- ·1,r. ---~,::_540 . ·+ ·F~7~.7195!-;I F~M--:-.61 !~~-1 
ANOROSCOGG IN • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • o ., 
4.7 -1.2 f 2.3 -1.g 1! 2.3 -8.I l 6.8 
All MANUFACTURING 
AROOSTOOK ••••••••••••••••••••••• • 1 i 
CUMBERLAND • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ,. I 












SAGAOAP.O C. ~. ~ ~ ~. ~:.;.; •••••••••••• 
SOMERSET•••••••••••~~•••••••••••• 
WALCO •••••••••••••••••·· •••••••• ~ 
WASHINGTON••••••••••••••••••••••• 










: r· I 
I', 15.0 . 1.0 !1 ,~.8 3.9 I q ·,i ,, 
! ; 2.5 -11.4 ! i.·. · 

























1.2 : I 
I, 





I o. 5 -6. 2 I I I • 0 
I • 6 4 • I , I -19 .5 
I ! 3.4 .17.3 Ii • .7 5.2 I 3~7 
4.8 I 15.; .. 1 
2.0 I 15.4 :I 
1, 1 il 1' 4.8 I 5. 7 1 o.6 / -5.2 . 
~11.6 l1 I.I ·25.S 
1
, : 19.2 i 
4.s 
. r.. I 
~:! J :;:~--JL~~ .6 I 4.6 -6.4 1 7.5 II .16.0 Ll7.9 -1s.3 ii ;.o , 
--- · -- --- - ____ _ ___ J _ __ , _ _lj_ _ ________ __ __ , 
J/ PORTSMOUTH NAVAL SHIPYARD INCLUDED, EXCEPT VALUE OF PRODUCT. 

·l 
CENSUS Of MAINE MANUFACTURES - 195~ 
TABLE F - THE STATE BY ESTABLISHMENT SIZE, All MANUFACTURING (PERCENTAGE DATA) 
I VALUE o~-- PRODUCT ·-r1--·GROSS t-JAGES PAID - ~~Al NUMB~~-~~Eh'S l!AvERAGE A:'.~ MUAL 
',------- --+ 1
1 
t I EA RN i NG S 
-
I ESTABLISHMENT s I ZE 
t 
Pm :;f.NTl PER L'ENT I PER CENT I PER CENT PER CENT I PEK CENT I I PER CENT I OF iOTALj CHANGE I OF TOTAL CHANGE OF TOTAL CHAi~ G[ L:HAf· GE T : -t,· Fm::53 -,~ :~ F00::53 -Ir : -tF00::531T FROM~ 1953 -I 
i 11 " I I I I , I 
1---
.filJ4ANUFACTU RI NG 
ESTABLISHMENTS EMPLOY ING: 
25 OR LESS •••• ••••• ••• •••••••••••• 6.5 4.1' 1 • 5.ij I .... 9.2 l 7.2 I .. 5,5 : ! -3.9 
26 To 50 ........................ 5.6 -9.3 I 4.~ i -t~.o I l 5.S I -12.6 I j .. t.6 
5 1 TO 75 ..... H • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 • I -11 • 4 3. 4 I .. 15. 6 II 1'. I I -1 2. gl I I -3 • 2 
76 TO 100 ........................ 3.9 14.1 3.1 I 4.1 , 3.9 I -6 .6 I 11.4 
:;: ;~ ::: ~:.-::::::.-::.-::::::::::: :~; 2;:: :,: ::: I ~::: l !:~ I -:::: I,, 11 .. ::~ 
201 TO 250 ••••••••"•••• • •..,OD <•••• 3.4 .. 32~ij 2.9 .. 44.f 4.; u32<>6 ... 17,.I 
;~: : :;: :::::::::·::.:::·.::·.:·:.:: ::: ;::~ 1 I ::; -1::: ::: -8,8 =~:~ 
351 TO iioo • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . • • • • 5 .6 j , o 1. 7 11 5. 7 12a. 7 5 .5 25< g 
12.5 
401 TO 450 ....... ' ............... : 2.2 I -44 .o I 2. 7 -2205 3. I .. 3.S 
451 TO 500 ••!i···············••uu 3.5 i .,,4,.5 3.6 3.9 . ! 3.g 4 .. S 
501 TO 700 ···············•·••o•·•.. 7.2 ,1 -22.4 I 6.1 -29.3 I 5.2 6.o 
Z 1.6 
..,I 9o4 I, 
-,9 
l -33.3 
701 TO 1000 •·······~·····!'·········• g.6 3,.g 6.9 5.9 
1
, 5.S i.t 
1001 TO 1500 ........................ I 7.2 I 8.1 7.1 9,0 I 6.6 -3.6 
l 
-2.1 , , 
13.0 I, 
1501 ro 2500 ......... ............... I 12.7 •
1 
15.6 I 11.6 4.o IEI ,:.c.: 1.1' I MORE THAN 2500 Ji...................... I 9.g -2'{.2 11 21.2 -21.2 't .1 3.4 
L_~t.JNER OPERATED ........ ·-~~--~---~-~-~·::: _ ____ 1:' ' --~-· 1 ___ ..J_I xxx - ~-I xxx xxx 
2.5 
I .. 23.8 
xxx I I 
J/ PORTSMOUTH tMVAL SHIPYARD INCLUDED, EXCEPT VALUE OF PRODUCT. 
g/ USS THAN • 1% OF TOTAL V ~LUE OF PRO DUCT. 






















By Civil Division 
GENERAL TABLES: INDEX 
---- ----
The State by Subordinate Industry Groups 
(blue colored pages) 
Title 
Food and Kindred Products 
Textile :Mill Products 
Apparel 
Lumber and Wood Products 
Fu rni tu.re and F'ixt u res 
P3.per and Allied. Products 
Printing, Publishinp, and Allied Industries 
Chemicals and 1Ulieci Products 
Leathe:c anc. Leather ,)roducts 
Stone, Clay, and QJ.ass Products 
Prir.1;:i.ry Metal I ndustr ies 
f abricated. Metal Products 
Machinery ( e:;:cept Electri.cal) 
Transportation Equipment 























(canary-colored pages) (pink colored pages) 
Table Page Table Page 
17 11 Androscoggin 33 22 
18 11 Aroosto8k 31.! 23 
19 12 Cumberl2.nd 35 24 
20 13 Franklin 36 25 
21 13 Hancock 37 25 
22 l~. Kennebec 38 26 
23 15 Knox 39 26 
24 15 Lincoln 40 27 
25 16 Oxford L,.1 27 
26 17 Penobscot Lr2 28 
27 18 Pisc2.taquis L,.3 28 
28 18 Saf:.: adahoc L.L~ 29 
29 19 Sor:i.eTset t~5 29 
30 20 Wei.ldo l~.6 30 
31 20 Washington 1.,7 30 
32 21 York 4') I.J 31 
- 2 -






CENSUS Of MAINE MA!'-JUFACTURES • (954 
TABLE 1 - FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS BY SU30RD1NATE INDUSTRY GROUPS 
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS 
I CE CREAM AND l CES ••••• •......... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ! 
CA"INED SEA FOOD .... •••• •••••••• •• • • .............. , •• I 
CURED FISH ••·e·•~··~··~··~,·•·••••••••··••··••••••• i , 
CANNED FRUITS VEGETABLES AND SOUPS; PRESERVES, 
JAMS, AND Jt ~LIES ••~····~~············•••••··•••• 
PICKLED FRUITS Ai~ D VEGETAi3LES; VEGETABLE SAUCES 
AND SEAsmrn.JGs; SALAD DRESSI NGS ................. ~ 
FROZEN FRUITS, VEGETf1BLES, AND SEA FOOD••··•••••••• 
FLOUR AND OTHER GRAIN-Ml LL PRODUCTS 0 .............. . 







B AKEF{Y PRO OU CTS ••••••••••••• •••• •••••••••••• ••. • ••• ,·. 
eANDY AND OTHER CONFECilONERY PRODUCTS ............ . 
6 4og 057 
19 345 081 
4C7 ~80 























CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES • 1954 
TABLE 2 • TEXTILE MILL PRCOUCTS BY SUOORDINATE INDUSTRY GROUPS 
-- -- -----·----- -- - - ----·- · -·· -··------· .. ---- -- ---- -- I · ·-· - I 
TYPE OF INDUSTRY I VALUE OF 1L1 ~J~ii I 
PRODUCT PAID 
I iEXTllE IIILL P~CDL·CTS 
1 
.tl!J_~2_()1!_ 1 , ,1 d_9~ 19]:-r-
YARN MllLS ·~••t•••••••••••••••••••••••••••···~ 2 150 315 




$ 2 955 
··'-~ 591 _1_!__6}2_ I 1 962 l 
2 379 90~ 403 501 I 
t 
BROAO.-\()VEN FABRIC MILLS (COTTON, t,!QOL, SILK, 
AND SYNTHETfC FIBER). ............ oeu•u•••eu 103 03q 552 ~o 423 451 
sro,~o..wovrn FM~tc r-mLs Ct·!OOLEN AND t·mRSTEO) • ~j 651 549 20 Sd3 376 j 
KrnT OUTER:·JEAR f~lLLS ••••••• ·······••H•u••··~ I 71$ 554 196 076 I 
C:\RPETS, R'JGS, Ar 1:) CTHB FLOOR COVERINGS •••••• 5 032 926 I 276 043 
PROCESSED WASTE AND RECOVERED FIBERS ••••••••• ; '1 9 3g6 461 I I 074 797 I 
2 87~ ro 5~5 5 Cj5 4 700 i 
3 174 I 6 579 ' 2 174 I 4 405 I 
I 2 614 I 75 21 I 54 ; 775 33g 314 24 
I 
f 
2 541 423 350 I 73 I 
26 It I CORDAGE AND TWINE •••••••••••• •U•.. .• • • • • • •••• 289 5.H L ~ ,~, I ~ I __ NOT ELSEt~HE;;E _ smwN ............................ _t _~-- - 4 392 396 t G54 ll90 _ __ , ____ _____ _,..... _________ __,_ 11 I 506 15 I ! 2 79; ! I 664 2;9 I 425 f I J 
I 
TABLE; • APPAREL, ETC., BY SUBC'lRDINATE INDUSTR'' 8RGUPS 
APPAR-El-AN_O_O-,T-HE_R __ F_l_N_!S-HE-0-PRO-DU-C-TS-MA_D_E·--------------------··---------1,-:-1, -------.,-----3-~2--,j --,--,u;-,9- I 
FROM FABRICS ANDS lr:ilLAR :,1 ATE:1IAL$ 12 494 520 4 IG7 062 ~ 2 201 ~ 
:l d~9 429 I 611 072 2 57:l 1, ! '625 156 Ii69 I:.· MENS'S YOUTHS', AND BOYS' CLOTPING (EXCEPT TROUSERS) •••••e•••••••••••••••••••Q••••••••• 
MEN'S, YOUTHS', AND BOVS' SEPARATE TROUSERS ••• 
1'.'0i•1EN 8S AND MISSES' DRESSES o••• •••••• •••oe• ••• 
CHILDREN'S AND INFANTS' OUTERWEA~, N.EoC. ••••• 
MISCELL:~NEOUS APPARCl MJD ACCE~ORIES ••••••• •• 
TEXTILE SAGS•···•••••••••••••••••••••••••·•••~ 
CANVAS PRODUCTS ••·~··••o••••••••••••••••••:••• 
FA13RICATED TEXTILE PRODUCTS, N.E.C. •••••••oue 
51J9 75g ~27 946 I 7H t05 ;6 149 
824 615 439 1$3 t 520 I 2f!9 7 282 i 
I I 
I i 
2 776 626 $67 743 t 735 I 500 24 476 i 
2 241 967 474 637 I 493 ,,· 3 Jg 45 
2 4 00 i~6 2 ! I }5 i I Cfl7 t 12 5 I 6 I 
::; ::: , :: ;:: : :;: I ~~ :~ 5: 




CENSUS OF r·~ AINE MANUFACTURES .. 1954 
TABLE 4 - LUMBER AND HOOD 0 RODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURE) BY suaoROtNATE INDUSTRY GROU PS 
------------ --------=--------f 
I VALUE OF TYPE OF INDUSTRY I PRODUCT 
LUM9ER AND wooo PRCOUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURE) I $ 109 939 ~g_u 
LOGGING CAMPS AND LOGGING cm!TRACTciRs ••••••••••• I 34 54 1 535 
SAHM ILLS AND PLAN ING MI LL~, ~ENER,\L •••••••••••• ·1' 29 023 374 
SHINGLE AND COOPERAGE STOCK 1·, ILLS °" ..... ..,....... 1~6 557 
MILLWORK ?LANTS ••••. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• j 5 482 457 
I 
PLYWOOD PLANTS ........ ... ............. .,.~·~···· .. •••• I 6 055 60; 
PREFAuRl C.:ATEO ~JOODEN ~LDGS"' A!,!D STHUL°!"l.i KAL i 
~EMBERS •••••••o•••c••••~•c~n•••••••••••••••••• I 
~ WOODEN BOXES (EXCEPT CIGAR 10XES) ••••••••••••••• ! 5 629 eo~ 
352 712 l I COOPERAGE ........................... ~·············! 
I 
WOO D P RO DU CT S , N • E • C ............... " • • • • • • • • • • • • • ! 2 8 26 3 64 4 
i 
NOT ELSEWHERE SW'WN ~ ..... . .... e.o ~ ... , . • .- ... 0 ...... ; 66 232 
----- -- - -- ---- --- __ ...__ 
TABLE 5 ... FURMITURE AND FIXTU~ES 'GY SUBCJ~W~ATE I N~USTRY GR1LJc'S 
rfURNITURE AND FIXTURES 
WOOD-HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, ( EXCEPT UPHOLSTERED) •. 
~JOOD-HC'USEHOLO FURNITURE, (U?H0LSTERED) ••••••••• 
MATTRESSES ~ND BEDSPRINGS •••••••••••·······••••• 
'ART1TIONS SHELVING, LOCKERS. AND OFFICE i 
AND STOR~ FIXTURES •••••• • • ~ ••••••••••••••••••• ! 
NOT ELSEWHERE SHOWN •••• • •••••••••••• ••U•• •••• •• I 








s 31 973 326 
9 204 590 
7 275 025 
5 3 4-9 J 
I I t4 261 
I 710 094 
61 002 
I 776 739 
97 525 
1 o 569 954 
25 6!+5 
I 634 32~ 





Et\ Rl·i I NGS 














I t 72 
l L ..___ ·-_ N~~~~F WJRKERS J 
I! TOTAL I MALE l FEMALE i I ! T -l 
I ! Jl.J 26 ! .lLlli I Llli 
I I l I 
ii : ::~ I ~ ~:; I 
! j 41 Ii 4o . 
I , L136 ~14 
! I I: 622 














4 i97 3 I 00 t 797 














CEi!SUS CF r~ AI ME r'. ANU FACT URES - 195~ 
TABLE 6 - PAPEK AND ALL IED INDUSTRIES BY SUBORDINATE INDUSTRY GROUPS 
TYPE OF INDUSTRY 
VALUE Of' 
PRC- DUCT 
PAPE~ A:~ D ALLI ED PRODUCTS $ 292 735 ~ct4 
PULP ~·~1LLS ............................... ·•o••• • 
PAPER AND PAPER90ARD MILLS (EXCEPT 3UllDING. 
PAPER AND BUILDING-BOARD r,; 1 LLS) .............. . 261 523 566 
GROSS I ~V .~RAGE I' NU:1'; 3ER OF l·!O RK ERS - -
~~ns ~~·R~1~GS 1 ·------ TOTALT MiLE TFrnALE"" 
--
1
--LJ-61-J-6-e o _7_9 ____ $--3-93_9 __ 1· _!_7_19__6_ 
1
, 15 :5ih 051 
3 395 340 3 957 ~53 843 15 
15 154 I r; 590 4 011 I 564 60 727 417 
590 46; 
1
. 2 029 Ii 
PULP GOODS .~ND MISCELLANEOUS CONVERTED PAPER 'I 
I PRODUCTS •••••••h•••H•••••••••••<>•n>•••••••~ 9 719 122 2 296 723 1 ) 253 I 705 379 326 ''"' l"l d 6 d 6 I 6 I d 9 6 
~~OT ELSEWHERE SHOWN 6 o•••••••••o•o~·····~~·•c•••_~_o_43 _ _ 9'_fo~-l~~~-9_o_l_3~·~~--'·~52~-~-•~~~~~19_o~~~~-t-2_~---~~- l 
PAPERBOARD BOXES: FOLDED, SET • .uP AND 
CORRUGATED ••·•··•••••••, .. o.•···• ~!t•••••••••••• 3 $01 882 140 291 151 
TABLE 7 - PW!TING, PUBLISHI NG,AND ALLlED INDUSTRIES BY SU BO RDINATE 1~rnusrnv GROUPS 
442 l 
4 603 705 3 555 I 295 959 336 I 
666 553 2 604 256 ,n ,9 ~: I 
14s 9so 2 292 65 ~g 17 
~RINTING, PUBLIS HING, Ar,JD ALLIED INDUSTRIES ---y.!.Ll51..1il 
Nn·JSPAPERS ••••••••• • ••••• •••• •••• • • • •• .... ...... I I 329 028 
CO M'.·,ERCIAL PRINTING ............... ••••••••••••• 2 366 191 
llTHOGRA?H ING ···•••••••••••····•••••••••••••••• 416 227 
20 5 i 2 I' I f5 71 I I ~ 7 
149 86g ~I 930 3 901 I 21 19 2 
l __ N _ or_n._s_E~_!H_E __ R_E __ s __ H_'"lw_~j_' .~··_·_··_·_·_··_··_·_··_· __ ··_·_··_·_··_·_·_ft·_·__._ _ 4._39_4_44 _ _ _____ ,_b"_:i _30_3__._i ___ , __ 1_26 _ __._, ____ 5_4__. ___ 3_3 _ __. __ 2_1 ___ ~ 
BOOKBI NDING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES••••••••·•••• 5i 687 
PHOTOENGRAVI NG .................................. . 
" ) 
CENSUS OF f·1A !NE MANUF ACTIJ RES - 1954 
TABLE 8 CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS BY SUBORDINATE INDUSTRY GROUPS 
VALUE Of GROSS I AVE R,\GE NUMBER OF r.'ORKERS TYPE OF INDUS TRY lrJAGES I ANNUAL 
...__ 
- -
PRODUCT PAID EAR ~l H~GS TOT Al MALE FrnALE 
CHEMICALS AND Al.LI ED PRODUCTS $ 15 761 30]1 .LL $66 3!rr ~ 2 a2 ill 
! 
~ 5-1L 
BO TAN I CAL PRODUCTS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• 2 li12 445 304 669 3 207 95 90 .5 
~AINTS, VARNISHES, ETC. •••·•••·•••••••••••••••••• 273 136 I 72 604 3 025 21+ 21 3 FERTlLIZERS ·•·•••············••••••••••·········• g ~8 1 077 6~ 715 2 66S 257 242 15 
MARINE ANIMAL OILS ••••• ····~··•••••••••••······ •• I 193 10; I 234 7g3 3 0$9 
t 
76 75 
2J COMPRESSED AND tlQU1FIED GASES ••••••••••••••••••• I 284 321 
I 275 673 3 676 75 73 I 
lNSECTICiDES AND FUNGICIDES······················ I 741 660 I 62 80ij 2 21+3 2e 25 I I t 174 i 6~ 230 099 2 372 97 72 NOT ELSEWHERE SHOWN ............. c: .. •••··~-··•·••••·•1 I 
TABLE 9 - LEATHER AND LEATHER PRODUCTS BY SUBORDINATE INDUSTRY GROU rS I LEATHER AND LEATHER PRODUCTS - I 141 io5 04_1!_ 44 3fs3 633 ..Llli .1.Ll.@ JLm_ ~ 
LEATHER TANNING AND FINISHING •••o•••••••••••••C•• 9 023 503 I 495 270 2 57g ;TSO 4g4 96 
BOOT AND SI-OE CUT STOCK AND FINDINGS c •••••••••••• g 176 ggo 2 501 635 2 27~ I JOO 616 4g4 
FOOTWEAR (EXCEPT HOUSE SLIPPERS AND RUGBER 
FOOYWE~R) ••···•••••••••·••••••••••••••••••·••·• 130 %t oit I io 21s 690 2 wt 1g 13:, 7 743 10 ~90 




CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES• 195~ 









I 2 515 3 727 I 
TABLE 11 .. PRIMARY METAL INDUSTRIES BY SUBORDINATE INDUSTRY GR"' UPS 
PRfrJ. ARY METAL INDUSTRIES --- . - - 2-65_6_.,_,2_2_ 569 53~ .z..fil l ; ~ T--2-0-, ---ai 
GRAY-IRON FOUNDRIES ~..... ••• ••••••••••••••• • ••••• 539 934 250 197 2 720 I 92 I g9 ' I 
NOT ELSEWHERE SHO~ ........................ ~·.1 2 _116 1cg, _ _ _.__ __ 3_1_9_3_li1 __ , __ z_~ T_9 __ __. ___ 1_>_2 _____ ,_,2 ______ 2_0 __ 
TABLE 12 • FABRICATED ft; ETAL PRODUCTS BY SUBORDlN,HE 3ROUPS 
FABRICATE 
MACHINERY 
O METAL PRODUCTS (EXCEPT ORDNANCE ·--r-







I octs ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1 
RE, N.E.C. ••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••~ 
ATED STRUCTURAL STEEL, ETC., ••••••••••·•••• 
OOORS, SASH, FRAMES, MO LDING, AND TRIM ••••• 
SHJP PRODUCTS•••••·•• ••• •••••••••••••••••• 
ETAt ~RK ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·•••• 
I METAL STAMPING , COATING, ANO ENGRAVING ••• •••••••• 
I FABRIC 
I ATED METAL PRODUCTS, N.E.C. ••••••••••••··•• I NOT ELS EtiHERE SHlHN •••••••••••••••••••··········· 
·~----- · 
39 505 ~2 
981 572 
2 772 ~56 
6 407 IJO 
Z 577 I 17 
10 9gg zg2 
I 070 300 
I 99g 125 
IOI 529 
12 6og 371 
2 043 221 
two 72j 
773 973 
I 223 9i9 
S69 3n 




2 232 361 
--! 
I 
.lJ!ll li1!. .LJil 36~ 
2 671 150 l~S 12 
, 455 22~ 200 z4 
4 690 261 249 12 
2 300 "578 225 153 
} ~OS gz9 798 31 
3 896 51 ~6 5 
; 701 130 115 IS 
:5 17~ 12 g Ji 
3 746 596 ll8Jl 112 
; ,··. 




CENSUS OF' MAINE MANUFACTURES - 195\ 
TABLE 13 .. MACH !NERY (EXCEPT ELECTRICAL) BY SUBORDINATE l~lOIJSTRY GRJUPS 
i VALUE OF l GROSS 
TYPE OF 1NOUSTRV I t~AGES 
! P ",O DU CT 1· to 
- ·~~~--~----~~--~~·~~~~~-1-l~~n~-------L--~--PA~·~----
1$ ~I 370 5?~ $ 15 $09 060 MACHINERY (EXCEPT ELECTRtCAL) 
t'ONSTRUCTION AND MI NING.,, AND SIMIU\R fliACHI NERY 
(EXCEPT Otl ... flELD MACHINERY AND TOOLS) •••••••• ·•• 
METAL~RKING MACHt r: ERY •••••• ••••••••••••••• • ••••••• 
I I 5 , ,i 256 
416G5tG 
I 516 2~4 




i I NUMBER OF 1-.0RKERS ---1 
l
l. TOTAL I MALE ! FEM-ALE··-
__________ ,._ I ·-- I 
$ 3 ~!2 , , LL'!.l l..TIL . ...!W! 
I l, 35~ 394 17 23 
1
1 
SPECIAL.INDUSTRY MACHI NERY (EXCE?T METAUPRKI NG 
MACHINERY) ••••••••••••••····················· •••• 27 131 ~93 iO 219 ti93 3 j03 2 637 2 349 I 3,tl 
MACHINE SHOPS <Joss ING AND REPA I Rl •••••••••••••••• ~ ! 4 :,9g :,~; 2 420 97g 4 174 5go j 552 j 2~ 
L NOT ELSEi~HERE SHot-JN ••••••• ···-~~~~~~-~~.:::_L_~~7] __ ....... ___ 2_03 __ 05_2 ______ 2_20_7 __ .............. ______ _!~ ---~~---- . ~--1 
TABLE llt - TRANS?O r,TATION EQUIPm.:NT BY SUOORDr;ATE INot:SnY GRO U?S 
SHIPBBUILDJ:~G AND REPAIP.lNG J/ ..• .. .•.•..........•• 
BCAT BtltLOING AND REPAIRING ••••••~••••••••••••••••• 
NOT ELSEWHERE SHOWN••·••••••·•••••••••·•···•••••••• 
307 653 
47 I lit 321 
I 701 4lt7 
3 607 937 
J/ INCLUDES PO RTSMOUTH NAVAL SHIPYARD, EXCEPT VALUE OF PRODUCT. 
51 6g7 
45 207 521 
676 905 









10 -~~; 1-- 549 -
20 








CENSUS OF MA l iJE MANUFACTURES - 1954 
TABLE t5 • SC !ENT IF IC INSTRUMENTS, ETC., BY SUBORDHIATE INDUS TRY GROUPS 
, ------- I VALUE OF GRG SS AVt~ '\CE j ; . Nur·a;· ~ o.-: tr i l.' '· ".' iS I 
i TYPE Of INDUSTRY I PRODUCT _L ~ms ·---~;~;;~~GS J1---TOT.,Al ·:,  ~~\,~;<t f~l~j 
~ci;~-,F-,c-~~STRUMENTS. - ETC-, -- I$ 1;6..fM._ -$--2'l-6-~J-.J_- $ , ;~i I 1 ..n. I ...i;,. l.L I 
I OPHTHAL!, IC GOO!l'l ., • : •••••••••••• • • •••• ......... ·I 71 ~ 563 259 111 3 502 11 74 ! 64 10 ,· 
I_ NOT ELSEtrJHERE SH:lWN •• • ••• ·~·_:_:~~··•••••••·••i 3j f05 17 i04 ,_ _ _  }_~_2_1 _ _ti 5 _l __ :_l ___ : .. J 
TABLE 16 - MISCaLANECUS MANUFACTURING i,Y S1J fi1 RDINATE t: '. OOSTRY GROUFS 
I MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING INOUSTR~-----i-; 949 3lt4 
I SPORT I NG AMO A TH LET I c GOOOO' N .E. c. • •••.••••.••• 1 6S4 225 
HANO ST,\MPS STENCILS, AND BRA: ;os - AND I 
ARTISTS' MATERIALS ••••• •••••••••• •••••• •• • • • • • • 253 ~00 
BROWNS Ai'JO BRUSHES .••• .,,••.•••• ••• ••••~ •••••• ,. 9 ~ T 07 g I~ 
MO RT I CI ANS t GOO 00 • •••••••••••••• • •••• • • •••••• , ,. ~ 
MODELS AND PATTERNS (EXCEPT PAPER PATTERNS) •••••1 
MISCELLANEOUS FABRICATED PRODUCTS, N.E.C. •••····1 

























11-------,----·--- . - t 
11 ~60 I -~i I ~ I 
'! 1 25, I 50 20~ i 
59 , ,2 47 I 
31 I 2t 3 I 
;: I ;; I ~! 
70 ! 38 ~ --
; I 
CENSUS OF MAlNE MANUFACTURES - 1954 
TA3LE 17 - ALL ft:ANUFACTURING, ANDROSCOGGIN CJUtHY BY CIVIL DI VISIGN 
------·-- · -- --- · ---- ---------···-- - ---j -- - -;L;E--0. ;-1-------GR-n~-;-·--·-· ,-----~~-E~,,;--jil'··  . NUMVER CJF ~\iORr'.ERS I 
CIVIL D1VIS!1;N i , 1~;::: ES I AN'0UAL ,.------··- ----~------;---r------1 
I PRODUCT PAID EAR:·.i fNGS II TOTAL I MALE I FEHALE i 
,-~i~;;~s-~s;~~cou~~~-- - ----------f ill 442 6s21-$ ;:46 356 I $ LIB I' ~902 - LQ16_ -~~~6-1 
:I· AUBURN, Cl 7Y ........................... ! ·1 42 972 775 ·1 12 )56 217 i 2 2)6 11 5 525 2 5,0 2 595 I 
, GREENE, TOrN ···••r.•••·••••u••" ..••... ~ , 216 2cHi 7g 956 ! 2 393 I 33 31 2 
1 
1· I ! . I ! LE~!ISTON I Cl TY ........................ ~. l 62 597 082 I 19 552 983 I 2 733 : I 7 155 3 904 3 251 
I . I 
LtssoN, rot,JN .............................. I 22 691 225 I Ii ;~24 739 3 691 lj , 253 95i5 295 
LIV ERW1RE FALLS , TOWN •••••••••• , ........ . 
ME CHAi·n c FALLS . TOrlN ................... . 
TABLE 18 • ALL i-1A'.;UFACTURING, Air.10STOOK COUNTY BY CIVIL DIVISION 
-· -- --- ----- -------·---··-· - ·-· - ---- f - ---- . -··- - -· - --- - - - ,- . - -·· - ·-- -- - - -- --- - - -- - i- -·-
! A ROOS TOOK COUNTY 53 185 749 7 2!5 2~4 I 
I I i ASHLA~·tD, TGt~N ........................... 103 r,49 24 925 l 
CAR I BOU, TOWN •••••••••••••••• t •••• ..- • • ••• 9 Z97 957 I 260 112 I 
I 
F8RT FAIRF!ELD, TOi~N ••••••••••••••• 0 •••• 421 36li 73 767 
I FORT KENT, TC[~N ........................... 729 75~ 50 367 
HOULTON . TOWN ........................... 3 573 4g~ 776 9;::3 
f 
MADAHASKA, TotsJN .. , ...................... 3 I 46$ 90 I ~-,bi 92~ I PRES QUE lS LE, CITY ....................... 3 258 794 454 4i2 
VAM BUREN, TOt·JN .......................... 522 211 ~ 1)0 194 






- 2 ;~; - - - - - , -2-_?}J. 
923 27 
2 3~q 440 
2 3;so 3 f 
I 291 39 
2 69i 288 
4 325 soz 
2 075 219 
I I 03 t IS 

















CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES• 195, 
TABLE 19 - ALL MANUFACTURING , CUMBERLAND coumv BY CIVIL DIV rs ION 
. --- ------·---- - ----------·---- --·--T-i CIY ll DI VIS ION i VALUE OF 
P ~ODUCT 
I GROSS - . . i ~ 
I HAG ES AVER AGE --- --- -r, -------NUMBER OF ·l~ORKERS ] 
,------ ---- -,--- - . -- -- ---- --··-· --·· ·--j 
I CUMBERLAMD COUNTY I 
I 
I 
$ [97 975 185 
BALDWI N, TOWN••·•····~···············~· I 193 737 
BRIDGTON, TOt-JN •••••• .................. . 31 6 017 
BRUNS t·J I CK, TOl~N • • • •••••••••.••••.••.••• II 76~ 302 
CASCO, T!J!".IN ••••••••••• .••••••••••••••••• 566 939 
CUMBERLAND, TOL"1!'! •• ! ............. . .. -•••• 73 3tt 
FALMOUTH l TO~JN O •, • • e, , , •, 0 0 • • 0 0 0 , • 0 , • • 0 1 200 4~0 
FREEPORT, TOrJN .................. .-••••• _. 
GORHAM, TO!~N •••·•·•··········••······~·· 
GRAY, TOWN•·••·········•·•·••••!•~··••• 
HA RR I SON, TOv-JN •••••••.•••••••••••• • •••• 
PORTLAND, CITY ........................ . 
SCARBOROUGH, TOv-rr~ .... . ................ :. 
SOUTH PORTUND, CITY .................. . 
STANDISH, TOWN ••• • ••••••••••••••••••••• 
HESTBROOK , CITY ••••••••• . . . .•• . •••••• . • 
t,,JINDHAM, Tot~N ••······~ ................. . 
YARMOUTH, TOh'N •·· ..... . ............. . . . 
OTHER MINOR CIVIL DIVISIO NS ........... . 




86 224 261 
3 024 436 
1 26 s22 4St 
I 262 354 
I 53 ::: ;:: 
'i 
I
I . - .4. 036 790 













3 267 821 
221 640 
29 624 
I 3 ! 035 
52 223 
69 772 
19 273 5 03 
423 569 
6 909 9C2 
107 238 
13 3 IO 79S 
14 3 46 I 








AMNUAL :!·---- - -·-. ---- ! - ~ -
Et\RNINGS _ 11j T~r.:~ ---· ' ~ALE __ 
1
_ !-~~A~-E~ 






j I Ji321. ..LL.QJ.f LID. 
I 115 113 2 
·I 
11 87 40 
!I 
,i 593 












26 7 ,, : j I 
l 2 003 470 
·i 






































I 2 r 4 I !l 67 61 6 I 
I I 8 I 9 '.! 25 2 141 t II j i 3 945 i! Io I I 95 6 ! 
--- --- ----·--- . ----~--- ----

CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 1954 
TABLE 20 - ALL MANUFACTURINS, FRANKLIN COUNTY BY CIVIL DIVISION 
------·---l I VALUE OF 1' GROSS I 
1
----~:~:_1~1:__ ------i--- PRO~~! _ ____ L___ ~~11~ __  J.__ 
: I i 
F~ANKLtN COUNTY j $ 25 407 155 ! $ 7 366 53~ I 
AVERAGE ~·j NUMBER OF l~ORKERS 
AW~UAL !. - I 
EARNINGS ! TOTAL r MALE . FEMALE 
---- --- - ,-·-- ---·----- -- I 






I 1 629 507 5''1 ?"d I FARMINGTON, 'f'OWN ••............... '+ <+o
'I 
l JAY, TOWN ••• ••••••• ••• • .. • ••• •• •• 13 667 501 3 331 325 
I 423 9s3 225 649 
4 269 Ii 792 I 776 16 
K INGFrELD, TOWN •••••••••••.•••••• 
I I 112 o~6 
NE~J VINEYARD, TOl~N •• •• • • • • ••••• •• • 1 3~2 623 
PH 1 LL I PS, TOWN • •... • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • i 273 6 3 J 
NE\~ $HA RON' rriwN •••••••• ! ••••••• ~ 78 391 
153 7S7 : ~;~ i :~~ 1 i~ ;1 
I 137 691 r 565 I cJrl I 63 25 
STRONG, TOWN • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • •• I 1 g6J 766 ggg 193 2 289 
VJILTON, TOWN •••••••••••••••••••• ; 
1 
5 606 185 I 2 018 018 I 2 535 I 
(,)0 I 
388 246 142 
OTHER MI NO R CI V I L O l V IS IO NS • •••• • l 88 3 713 I 4 ll 3 7 36 i I 6 0 g 
·-------· ----- .. -- -.· -·- ·--· -- ---··· --------t----· - ______ : - ·- · 
II :;: ~~~ 2:; j 
·-lL·----'------1-----J-
TABLE 21 • ALL MANUFACTURING, HANCOCK COUNTY BY CIVIL DIVISION 
~-ANCOCK .COUi~ITT------------·---~----··;-3 __ 23~-25 -96-(.)rl6:-- - --5-5,·;1:520466 .. T--;,-g-~•~96 __ _ l, i --;46~-;-165~ 
B LU EH J LL, TOWN • ~ • , • • •• , • • • , , • , • • • 0 0 v I '+ .l 't 
BUCKSPORT, TOWN , • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • 16 052 720 3 5 23 o 19 j 4 27 6 I 824 794 
ELLSt-JORTH, CITY ................. . 
MOUNT DESERT, TO ~JN ••••••••••••• : • 
SOUTHWEST HARBOR, TOWN••······••· 
STONINGTm.J, TOl~N ••••·••·····•·•·!• 
TREMONT =· TOWN ••••.•••••••••••••••• 
I ~;~ ;~: 4:~ :;: I 1 ;:: I 4:; 2:: 
. I 
I 190 338 376 69\ I 2 354 I 160 102 









S52 908 203 449 I I 496 136 L 55 
I OTHER MINOR CIVIL DIVISIONS······ 2 374 264 421 462 j 765 551 221 
·------------- --·--·----- -- . - .. ---··-- - ·- _____ ., __ --··-- .. - · ------ .. ·-- - ·-·-· -------- __ __.__ _ _.. 

CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURINGS - 1954 
TABLE 22 - ALL MANUFACTURING, KENNEBEC COUNTY BY ClVIL DIVISION 
I VALUE OF i----ii~i----,--1~M~r;- :1 ___ ~~~R_ri~;oRms_ l 
-· - -- I ··-- PRO~~T _J __ -PAID --- --~ - ·-EARNINGS ____ __ ll _  TOTAL -L MALE +-F_t:M~LE_i 
. t .Ll~Q..01...ili_ I $ ~o 205 050 ! ~ 2 s99 1r .lQ_ 660 I ~ J.._fil_ 
I ! I I ! 
AUGUSTA, CITY •••••••••••••••••••••••• I 37 488 402 I S 733 960 ,\ 2 792 ! f 3 128 ,I 2 0111 I 087 
CLINTON,TCWN ........................ i 2119992 II 364929 l 2607 11 140 ! 95 45 
GARDINER, Cl TY ....................... I 12 049 643 . 3 155 9711 2 1160 I! I 283 I 631 652 
HALLQ\·JELL, CITY •••••••••••••• ·••••••• I I 080 017 I 402 331 I g5q I' 217 1 73 144 
MoNMourn, ro1~N ••••••••••••••••••••••• I 3 12a 462 1 694 7sti :I 3 217 , j 216 147 69 
OAKLAND, TOWN ••••••••••••••••••.•.• -~ I 6 701 937 I 806 g37 I 2 422 i '1 746 -! 366 380 
I 1' 61' 6 1 36 RANDOLPH, TOWN ••••••••••••••··· •••••• , 1t50 355 70 o2 I 9 3 ; I 21 15 
I 4 " dh 6 I 1 :z R EA D F I ELD ' TO WN • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I I 13 9 0 3 .. 15 7 I 2 0 '+ .j I 2 9 .I 
v,;ssALBORo, TOWN ..................... J , 776 134 901J 649 
1
, 2 909 I 311 201 110 
WATERVILLE, cl TY •• • •• •••• •••• •• •••••• 31 207 365 7 ll57 430 , 001 
1 
I 2 1ts5 36g 1 117 
WINSLOW, T01~N ••••••• •••••••••••••••• ~ 27 256 003 6 583 911 r 3 540 I 860 I 586 27~ 
WINTHROP, TOWN····················•!• 2 358 618 593 937 3 ti33 I 173 161 12 
OTHER MINOR CIVIL 01v1stoNS ······-~·_!_ __ 272 551 10_~-L~~5- J __ 5-!_J_ __ _!_j ___ ~_ 
CIVIL DIVISION 
KENN EB EC COUNTY 

CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 1954 
TABLE 23 - All MANUFACTURING, KNOX CDUNTY BY CIVIL DIVISION 
------ ·-· . __ ____________ .. _l ___ -. . ... . . - - ------ -------------· 
,- , VALUE OF I GROSS i AVERAGE 
1
: NUMBER OF ~XJRKERS 1 I CIVIL DIVIS ION i PRODUCT _y~1_5s -- ~- :~:1~GS -- ·- .:-. TOTAL __ _ r MA'.E:-r·FEi~ALE ~ 
r--~NOX COUNTY ---- -- -r~-~ ;95 ~;g_ --
1 








~ - i 
CAMDEN, TOWN ............................. ! 4 167 414 I I 151 590 2 531 455 i ?:IS I 177 I 
FRl ENDSHIP, TOWN ..................... !... ! 49 3~6 I 17 789 i g47 j ! 21 I 9 · 12 1 
ROCKLAND, CITY ......................... .-. II 604 223 i 3 09S 331 ··1 I 856 : ' I 670 I 7g I I gg9 
ROCKPORT' TOWN ...................... •••!• 303 13g I 53 920 ! 739 73 I 39 ,1 34 
ST. GEORGE, TOWN ............ f ............. ~ 640 807 I 214 127 I 693 1' 309 I 117 ,, 192 
rHOMAsrnN, rowN ••••••••• ···············~· 1 6 327 456 I 245 191 ·! ; 549 ! :;51 i 314 1 n 
' UNION, TOWN •••••••••••••••••••••••• ...... f 4 637 663 I 289 270 ! 2 009 " 144 i 103 ·1 41 : 
v IN AL HAHN, TOWN •••••• •.•.............. •• • I 932 g9g I 177 %7 :1 2 340 l i 76 ; 46 ·, 30 I 
WARREN, TOWN •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ I 890 361 ,· 185 103 ,, l 92g I; 96 I 6~ . 32 ! 
! , 1· I I l OTHER MINOR c IV IL DIV IS IONS •••• •••O••••• , 241 7$2 44 $6S f 95 t LI 23 , 23 I - ! 
·----------- ----- • _____ _ _!_ --· --- - -------L- ·-· ·-~--- ------··· ---- .. --- ----L - --- --- --- - l--- - --·-. -- , _ _____ j 
TABLE 24 - ALL f·iANUFACTURING, LINCOLN cc:.my OY CIVIL D~VISION 
LINCOLN Cr:JUNTY 
BOOTHBAY, TOl~N ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
BOOTHBAY HARBOR, TOWN ••••••••••••••••• ••• 
BRISTOL, TOWN•·•·······•••••••,•• • ••••·~~ 
DAMARISCOTTA, TOWN ....................... ~ 
J E F FE RS ON , TOWN • '! ••••••••••••••••••••••• • • 
NE~JCASTLE, TOWN•••••••·••!••••••·•········ 
WA LOO BO RO, TOWN •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~JHITEFIELD, TOt,JN ••••••••••••••••••• · ···•~ 
OTHER MINOR CIVIL DIVISIONS···•·······••• 
··----·--- ---------
- -.. - : ·::~-~~:-- -- --, ~:: ::: : ::: 11 ~:: i ~ ~: I ii: 11.· 




. 120 1· 27 
1 
95 579 44 654 r s61 24 I 23 ! 
67 135 24 186 2 419 1, 10 . g ' 2 
gg 063 45 025 I 66g ,,, 27 I 26 II I 
106 229 2s 1g9 2 56:; I II I 11 -·· 
3 490 822 735 623 I 477 J_]j_J ! li98 ll55 343 
i.o ooo 5 432 543 10 ....... 
353 S5 I _ _!_49~_1 2 og7 __ 40 L-=-
... .tir.li it, • -..,, ,L 
...:....~ - •. ,.,.,-... .. ..1'1-,-.. 0 ......... " ,.,,. . - "'~- .. --
----
__ ..,. __ 
.... 
CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES• 1954 
TABLE 25 - ALL MANUFACTURING, OXFORD CXlUNTY BY CIVIL DIVlSION 
i. c1v1L-~~v,s10N - - . T ~;Lu;-oF- - I -~iii~-- 1 i~~~itE -rl~=-~-~~uM~E~3i~-R~;~-=1 
,~~~--- ---- r-$-7~p ~~;~;-f-;·; ;~;-922---+--~~~;---. -~-· --:O;~~-· -r-~~~-:;t :E~~~~1 
I ANDOVER, TO!·JN •••••••••• ' ••••••.• ~II 233 696 i 30 369 11 I 640 I '1 49 40 i 9 I 
I :::~;E:~~T~:t:::::::::::::::: 2 6:: :~~ I 1~: ~~; 2 ~~; '! 3~: 2:: I 62 J 
auc~FIEL~. rat,N ................ :; 1 27:; s37 I 266 052 914 j J 291 127 I 1641 
c.~~JToN, TOI.JN •••••••• ~.·~·······~· 2 434 925 ,
1 
1 057 138 2 458 i \ 430 207 i 223 j 
DENMARK, TOWN ••••• ••••••••• •••••• 5s 442 19 tios 2 156 !,. I 9 9 I : 
DIXFIELD, TOWN ....... , ...... . .. :. I 7 30 670 I 634 961 2 360 
1 
I ~9 222 i 47 1 
FRYEBURG, TOl~N •••• :.. ••• ••• •••••• I 655 429 l 447 929 2 262 11 198 t64 I 34 
HIRAM, TOWN...................... 410 567 I 116 213 2 039 .1 57 51 6 I 
NORWAY, TOWN ........ .. .......... ; 7 094 760 2 219 902 2 i 12 11 I 051 476 I 575 '1 
OXFORD, TOWN ~ •••••••••••.•••••• :~ 2 849 336 I 610 ;15 3 067 Ii 199 154 l 45 . 
PARIS, TOWN •• ~~.................. 7 047 977 I 2 187 331! 2 ~22 l 903 621 282 ! 
RUMFORD, TOhlN •••••••• ::. ••• ....... 43 144 916 12 609 191 ', 4 539 1 1 2 778 2 ;05 273 
,_:~:~:;~~)L~~~~~~;;;;;;~~:~~? -_ ... )!;_:; 1 :~~-~:[ J. _}_:(\ _  Ji _j; .. _ )~ __ i_l;_ 

CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES• 195~ 
TABLE 26 - ALL MANUFACTURING, PE;~OBSCOT COU:-HY ~y CIVIL DIVISION 
GROSS . AVERAGE l,L. NUMBER OF i·JORK~~---·----', 
WAGES ANNUAL 
PAID I EARNINGS ; , TOTAL ; MALE l FrnALE i 
- ---< __ _ _j_ _ _;_·---- -+----- -1----- ··--_j 
. - -- --· ------ ---·-- . --- -· t· • - · - -·· . • - - - ·· · · - · - - - -
CIVIL DIVISION ·I: VALUE OF I 
PRO DUCT · 
--- ---· ·-------- ----------···-· ~-------- ~ 
I I I I ! :! -~~- 9 _210 _ I -~_g_s_ i 
,. . I 




$ _  J4L5)7 }3~ _ . JJ.U49 .ill. PENOBSCOT COUNTY 
BANGOR, 
BREWER, 
CITY~ •••••• ~············••• 
CITY·····~······~~········· 
CORINNA, TOvilN · •••••••••••••••••••••• 
DEXTER, TOWN.~:~;: ••• ~ •••••• ~ •••••• 
ENFIELD, TOWN•••••••••••••••••••••• 
LEE, TOWN ••••••••••••• . •••••••••••• 
LfNDJLN, TO~JN ••·•• •• ··•••••••••···~ 
MILFORD, TOl~N ••• •••• •••••••• • ••• • ·• 
MI LLlNO CKET, TC~JN • ~ ................ • 
N EvJPO RT, TOl~N ..................... ~ 
O LO Tot~N , TONN ••.•.•••.•••.•••••••• 
ORONO, TOl'JN •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
16 731 397 
12 954 700 
g 156 390 
6 691 434 
107 630 
3g7 535 
6 816 22 I 
202 766 
44 g3g i50 
6 ti :s s 202 
20 562 556 
6 026 199 
O RRlNGTON, TOWN .................. • • 115 277 l 
OTHER M !NOR CIVIL DIV lS IONS __ • •..••• :__J __ __ 16 268 732 __ __ 
4 985 797 
4 646 200 
I 160 616 
2 048 890 
26 413 
79 792 
2 001 704 
44 356 
9 O I 8 119 
687 714 












; I ~ ;~: : :: . :~: I 
I: 442 256 IS6 I 
j : 7 14 6 07 IO 7 
1! ii. 
, i l6 15 
I: 34 34 
Ii 5:: 
i 2 576 






i : :~~ Ii ' :!: \ ' :~; 




CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES. 195, 
TABLE 27 - ALL MANUFACTURING, PISCATAQUIS COUNTY BY CIVIL DIVISION 
CIVIL DIVISION . - I mu: OF I ~~8i~ I ~~~rnE 1~-" ----~~1~E~_oF_~)J~~E~s ______ 1 
PISCAHQUIS COUNTY - ---- -- ---1- $ ,;::u::9-- -\- np::: 569 · - +--:~::GS . 1-- :-1·: I :E+ 
I I I ,: i 
BROWNVILLE, TOt·JN •• ••••.••• ••••••••••••.• Ii 47:53 631140 227175 47~40 I 2 :4336 ;1· 1 3131~ '1 39274 II 2g0 I 
DOVER-FOXCROFT, TOWN • ••• • • • •• •• • • • • • • • • o '+ '+ '+ 
GREENVILLE, TOWN ••.••••••••••••••• •• .. .• l 2 330 412 706 033 2 227 ! 317 I 270 \ 47 ! 
GUILFORD, rowN ......................... I 6 551 110 I 1 7e3 577 I 2 95e J 603 l 392 i 211 I 
MILO, TOWN ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I 758 759 L 305 253 i 2 22$ ! 137 I 12~ i 13 I 
MoNsoN, TOvJN • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • , 997 820 46; 343 l 2 364 I 196 , 172 1 24 1. 
I 'I I I OTHER MINOR CIVIL DIVISIONS •••••••••••• l 155 214 61+ 159 I 2$3 ! 50 I 39 I II I 
-----------------.. --,--- --- - -- ·-- ------ -- ----U _______ _ .J_ ---·-· - - _I --- ---- -
TA~l::E 28 - ALL MANUFACTURING, SAGAD1\H0C C'.'1rn·'. TY GY Cl\' IL DIVIS ION 
----- ----· I I I 59 582 002 ; 
. I 
BATH, CITY ........................ •••••• I 50 716 867 I 11 g70 308 
BOWtxJ INHAM . TOWN ••••••••••• ••••••• •• ••• ! I 06 0 445 166 140 
SAGADAHOC COUNTY 13 946 400 
TOPSHAM, TOlllJN ...... •• •• •••••••••••••••• 5 Sl+7 649 I I 417 141 




3 797 11 3 126 II 2 772 
2 316 1 j 59 49 I 
RICHMOND, TOt,,JN ••••••••••••••••••••••• •• 1· 1 694 207 ! 455 0$3 
OTHER MINOR CIVlL DIVISIONS............ 262 834 l 37 728 
~ - ---· --- ------- ·- --- --- ------- --- - - -- --- --- - - - -·· - ·- ·· ·- ·.L 
2 298 ]I!: T98 I 91' i 
3 6 24 391 ii 344 ·1 
t 797 : 21 r5 , 









CENSUS OF f~A !NE MANUFACTURES - 195~ 
TABLE 29 - ALL MANUFACTURING, SOMERSET COUNTY BY CIVIL DtvrstoNS 
--· ---·--- . --- --- ·-- -- -- --- - -- --------·- ·- ------- ---- ·------ --·- r 
- -------
11 V.',LUE OF ( GR'JSS ! ,WER,iGE - II i NUMBER OF l~ORKERS I CIVIL DIVIS ION I [·!AGES A;··i Nl.lAL ,- -- - - - ---------.-- - -- I 
PRoDUCT PA?D i EARNHrns , , TOT AL I MALE · FEMAt. E I 
-s~:~:-=~ --- -----r ~-5H4S _ill_ -rt r2-r21_m -1 ll!l.02_ r U!S. l !LWl ~ LQil -; 
. . I '1 J ! I 
ANSON, TO l•JN 41 •••••••••••••••••• • •••• 
BINGHAM, TO~JN •••••••.••••••••••••• •• 
FAIRFIELD, TOWN •••••••••••••••••••• 
HARMONY , TGViN ••••••.•••••••••.••••• 
HARTLAND, T~WN ...................... . 
MAD ISON, TO~JN •••••••••••••••••••• •. 
NEW PORTLAND TOl~N ................ . 
NORRIDGEl~OCK, TOl-lN ·•·•••••••••••••• 
PITTSFIELD, TOWN ••.••••••••••••••• ; 
SKOWHEGAN, TO!~N ••••••••••••• •.•• •• •• 
SO LON, TOHN ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
APPLETON, TOWNSHIP ··········~···••• 
BIG S IX, T8WNS HIP •••••••••••••••••• 
OTHER Mti·)C' R CIVIL D!VlSIONS •••••••• 
' · 1 l 991 !06 377 694 I 2 406 
1 
157 125 32 
4 922 395 I 395 gg9 '1 2 797 I ! ~99 ~OI 98 
2 726 342 624 636 2 647 236 176 60 
513 420 1so 99~ I r 560 116 60 56 
6 Srs 697 9og 075 2 441 372 284 gg 
lJ 931 609 I 5g7 41q 3 260 4$7 449 38 
363 !1 15 136 021 ·,
1 
I Bili 75 54 21 
r4 696 os7 4 132 571 2 514 , 644 696 • 94g 
2 725 176 I 106 992 · 1· I g42 60J 355 I 246 
8 579 412 2 046 659 2 I 19 966 53~, 1. 432 
363 762 fll6 956 l 470 100 97 3 
2 993 sr r , 362 s51 3 155 432 432 J 
I gg3 090 7 03 I l O I 6 O I 4 39 4 39 I 
2 240 293 447 395 1· 2 342 191 I 172 i 19 I 




. ' t ' ' 
N 
0 
CENSUS OF MAI NE MANUFACTURES. 1954 
TABLE 30 - ALL MANUFACTURING, WALDO COUNTY BY CIVIL DIVISION 
,-···· ·-···---·- - ---·· -- - ···----·- ·- -- -- -------· ····- ··--·--- -·-·· · ·---- ·-· - - - ··--·--- - ······· - ------- ·····- - · - -·---- -· - ·,-- ·-·· ·· - ·- - --- ---··----·- - ··--·, 
! I VklUE () F l GROSS ! AVERAGE 1 1 NU f'i 3ER ~F ~JO RKERS ' I Ct v IL DI v IS ION ,, t~AGES I ANNUAL '----- -·;-- ·-·--.. -·- ;-- -- ··- ·: 
1 
_ ----- -- --- ---------- ----+---- PRODUCT - -+--PAID-- ---+.. EAR:,11 NGS ··- - -~-raTAl _ _ + ___ MAlE ~ ·: ALEII 
I WALDO OOU~'TY t 22 220 009 I $ 2 773 214 I $ 2 239 11 Lfil i _ 8£5 _ ,: -4..ll!. I 
BELFAST, CITY ......... •• •• ........... 14 5gg 606 I 692 937 I, 2 219 11 763 i 462 I 301 1, 
·I I I I 
BURNHAM, TOWN ••• •• •• •••• ••• •••• •••• •• 4 t~ 255 73 921 3 OSO l 24 i 16 8 i 
1 · l I FREEDOM. TOtvN •4!• ••••• ••••• ·•••••••••• 305 941 79 137 2 033 , 1 38 ! 27 11 ! 
325 107 25 111 6 I c:72 ·1 , ,1.. I 7 9 I, LIBERTY , TOWN......................... I ~ l v 
I l i LINCOLNVILLEi TOWN••••••••••••••••••• 93176 :o:~ .I 91~ :,9137 I ~72240 II 126g 582 74 I 
MO RR I LL ' TOWN • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • u .I . I 
SEARSPORT, rn~N •• • . . . . .• • •••••••• •. .• 3 227 367 I, 316 567 3 557 l I, s9 s5 41' 
11 STOCKTON SPRINGS, TO'.•!N ••• ••••••••••·• I 421 243 97 428 2 498 ! l 39 3~ , 
.; OTHER MtNoR crv1L D!v1s1 0Ns ........... i 9s5 877 3e6 66g , 2 843 l! 136 I 134 
1 
2 ! 
• _,, _ ____ - ·-----··- -- -- --· ---- ·- -· - -- ---- - - ·· - ··- ·--··'--.. - .• - ·- ·- - · --· . -- --~ · _ _ _________ _ 1 _ _ ____ ·- ·-- - -----1-'------ --·-· ' - ·- · :---· ·---- .! 
TABLE 31 - ALL MANUFACTURING, WAS Hl~GTON COUNTY BY CIVIL DIVIS JON 
-- ... ·-.---- - ·---..--· ·---·----- -.1,--- · --·-- · -- -- - .... - . --- ·- -·--.. ·-·· ---- - -----·-· - -- -- ·------ - -- ·- -· -·-· ·-
. 
WASHINGTON C~UNTY 
CALAIS, CITY ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CHERRYFIELD, TOWN • • •••••••••••••••••• 
CO LUMB I A FALLS, TOl~N ................ . 
DAN FORTH, TOt·JN ••••••••• , ••••••••••• •. 
EAST MACHIAS .. TOWN ••••••••••••••.•••• 
EASTPORT ~ CITY••••••••••••••••••••••• 
JONESPORT, TOWN•••••••••••••••••••·•• 
If~ 420 082 
4 fi t3 025 
667 862 
370 779 
3 538 739 
454 500 
3 426 315 
I 290 620 
LUBEC, TOWN •• ••.................... •• 10 055 023 
MACHIAS, TOWN•••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 273 422 
OTHER MINOR CIVIL DIVISIONS••······•• 15 529 797 










I 518 619 
352 78 I 





; I ll 370 197 173 Ii 347 ,23 224 
I 93 45 48 
1
1 
215 2og 7 
442 159 49 110 
I 221 577 267 310 1 
889 Li 383 144 239 I 
I 4 26 06 5 5 o I 5 6 4 I 
2 467 143 IOI 42 j 
. __ ,_95._2_____ 6!7_ _ _  t _1_0!'. _ l_~ I 

CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES• 1954 
TABLE 32 - ALL MANUFACTURING, YORK COUNTY BY CIVIL DIVISION 
~ I VALUE OF I GROSS I AVERAGE lL NUMBER OF t'10RKERS ! CIVIL DIVISION ' 1 WAGES AN 1~UAL !!-- - --.-----,-- -. ! PRODUCT ! PAID I EARNINGS ,, TOTAL ! MALE· I FEMALE : I YORK COUt-JTY ---- ---- --- -- . - - - - - - - - -1 Lill_ 250 7$2 r· -$ 71 016 091 - 1-· -$ ) 5g7- - -- :J- 1i_W. l l!Lfil ; ~ : 
I I . l i I 
I I !, I I BERWICK, TOWN ................ _ •••••• , ••••• l 2 673 JS4 35g 859 j I Scl9 j: 190 j 
I BIDDEFORD, CITY ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 11 30 399 139 7 3tio g9g ' 2 95ql '·: 2 483 , I 374 1 t 109 I ' I I ! ' i CORNISH, TOWN •••••.••••••••••••••••••••• : 
1 
21 r 145 129 169 1 635 
1 
79 I 24 55 
I 
ELIOT, TOrJN •••····••••••····•····•••••·•• l !OJ 601 62 434 2 715 ',! i 23 f 23 
136 
HOLL IS' TOWN •• • • • • •• • •••• •. • • • •• • •• • • • ·• i ? i: 4953;, : 7769 I 16950307194 d 21 ~3S681 Ii d6893 '1 82 
KENNEBUNK, TOWN ······••••••••··········~· <+ o o o 337 
KENN EBUNKPORT, TOWN..................... ,-7 500 ·! 12 77g I 825 I. 7 I 7 532 
K I TT E RY , TO t,JN J/ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... • i
1
. 7 g 5 4 0 ! 3 4 2 06 5 T; 11 56 7 7 4 9 0 
LIMERICK, TOWN ............ •••••• ........ 1. 3 597 087 I ~32 137 2 788 I 155 
l lM INGTON, TOWN •••••••••••••••••••••••• ~. I 141, 912 I 68 868 2 375 . I 29 
I 2 '•1:6 799 1', 2 d6'Z '1 '· 2"2 NORTH GERWICK, TOWN•••·••••••••····••••• '+/ 692 830 o / ~ 
PARSONF1 ELD, TOWN ..... •• • ••••••• •• • • • • •• • 1· 2 094 3g9 I 509 484 2 3161 i 220 
SACO, CITY •• • •• • • • • • • • • ••• ••••• •• •• • •••• 3g 754 374 14 li74 333 3 31n 4 332 
SANFORD, Tot~N ••••• •·•·• ••••••••••.••••••• ~ I 33 669 822 I 8 755 297 3 I 04 I 2 821 
SHAPLEIGH , ro1m •••••• , ................. ~ 177 829 i 35 g40 1 120 I 32 
SOUTH BER!rJlCK, mWN •••••••••••••••••••• ~ I 2 1.55 377 877 580 2 676 328 
WATERBORO, TOWN .... ,, .................. ; I I 302 S89 433 323 3 186 136 
~JELLS, TOl~N •••• ••••• •• •• • • • • • • • •• • • ••••• 178 556 I 60 452 3 023 20 
YORK ., Tr.t.JN.............................. 778000 I 84422 I 812 104 
OTHER MINnR CIVIL DIVISIONS••••••••••··• I 740 591 · 412 093 2 659 155 
- ·---- - ···--
4
---- .• - - -- - - · · ···· - · -- ··--- ·· - ·-- - ···· - - .. - · - · -···---- - - - - --·- 1- · - ---- - ·-- -- ·--.l--- ---· ---- ·· - ··- - -- -
J/ PORTSMOUTH NAVAL SHIPYARD INCLUDED, EXCEPT VALUE OF PRODUCT. 




I 6ij I 
16 
146 
I I ~O 
16 
182 
90 46 I 
rs 2 1 






CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 1954 
TABLE 33 .. ALL MANUFACTURING, ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
--·- ----· --·---. -------· ··-·------------------- --rr------------ ~ 
I VALUE OF GROSS I AVE RAGE d - NUMBER OF WORKERS I 
INDUSTRY j PRODUCT , ~11is :~~~1~Gs ; t ---TOTAL T MALE-I FEMAL~ 
-~----------·- - ----+------tt- I 
TYPE OF 
' 'I $ 137 449 683 ~ ,g 646 356 I $ 2 593 j : J1LI.91. g O 16 6 gg6 
I i I 
I All MANUFACTURING 
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS •••••••••• ........ i 5 467 459 812 909 2 509 11 
TEXTILE MILL PR"'DUCTS ...................... I 63 258 452 18 583 669 3 012 1 ·, 
APPAREL AND OTHER FIMISHED PRODUCTS '.·iADE ! 
FROM FABRICS AMO SIMILAR ~ATER!ALS •••••••• I 391i 439 120 $33 I 570 11 
LUMBER AND woo D p RO DUCTS (EXCEPT FURN I T' .' RE). I I 891 195 561 302 1 782 l,·. 1' 
FURNITURE AND FIXTUfiES ••••••••••••••••••••• I r 309 g34 339 456 2 095 
! ; 
PAPER AND ALLI ED PRODUCTS • , ............ , • ., I 8 568 832 1 608 847 3 4 16 11 
PRINTING, PUBLISHING, AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES. , I 928 963 775 649 3 591 I:, 
CHEMICALS !IND ALLIED PRODUCTS•••······••••• : 330 336 76 905 2 024 
LEATHER AND LEATHER ?RO DUCTS ............... i 4g 730 242 14 3ij0 891 2 176 ,· 1l 
STONE, CLAY, AND GLASS PRODUCTS ••••••••••• : !, I 430 062 334 309 2 696 
I I 











FABRICATED MiET,~L PRODUCTS (EXCErT ORDNANCE i If! 
MACHINERY AND TRANSPORT,n!ON EQUIP~JiENT) :. j 532 491 227 325 2 991 I 
MACHINERY (EXCEPT ELECTRICAL) ••••••••••••• I 510 ogg 250 461 3 2ri 11 78 
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING 1:--! 0USTRI ES ••••• ! 1~5 146 37 742 3 ~31 l I l 





























CENSUS OF MAINE ~ANUFACTURES • 1954 
TABLE 34 - ALL MANUFACTURING, AROOSTOOK COUNTY BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
------- ----- -- - - , VALUE Q:iF GROSS r VER.4G E ,I, NUMBER OF h'ORKERS , 
TYPE OF INDUSTRY ! !,-! AGES ANNU AL ! -- -- - --;-- ---·------.! 
-------·- ·--······· - ··- - - ·, - ·- · PRODUCT . ·- I-·- - · PAID- ·- ·- -· ·-· I EA RN INGS ---ii--~--MALE FMA~~ 
ALL MANUFACTURI NG j i..ll.J..~ ! $ 7 215 234 ! $ 2 $42 I ~ I L.9_~ ~ ill : 
I I i' dli'l I I FOOD AND K ,~:DRED rROoucrs ••••••••••••••••• ·•j 12 694 457 2 135 423 2 51 g 11, 0-,.1 494 I 35ij 1
1 AP?,\REL AND O'~HER Fl NISHED PR'"' DUCTS tf:A DE I I I I! 
FRO f'1 FA81~ l(;S AND SI MILAR MATER 1 ALS U••···· 2 044 210 157 g9g I 358 85 44 I 41 
::~~:~:~D:~:~:::~;~:::::~~:~:~.:~:~~~~'.'.~.:I : ::: ;~; l I ~:: :~ ~ : ~; • ~~; ::~ I ~: I 





CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 195~ 
TABLE }5 • ALL MANUFACTURING, CUMBERLAND COUNTY BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
VALUE OF GROSS 
TYPE OF INDUS TRY WAGES 




~ _ N~MB~OF WC RKERS -~ 
L ·------
I ALL MANUFACTURING - - ---$ 197 975 I 85 1.lU_TI_151 
I TOTAL . MALE FEMAL~ 




FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS ...... . . . .... . ...... •• 
TEXTILE Mt LL PRODUCTS ••••.••••••.•••.•.•.•••• •• 
APPAREL AND OTHER F INtSHEO PRODUCTS MADE 
FROM FABRICS AND SIMILAR MATERIALS••••••••••• 
LUMBER AND WOOD PRO DUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURE) ... .. 
FURNITURE AND FIXTURES ......................... ~ 
PAPER AND ALLIED PRODUCTS ••·•••••••·· · ····•···• 
PRINTING, PUOLISHING, AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES •••• 
CHEMICALS ;\!-JD ALL I ED PRODUCTS .................. • 
LEATHER AND LEATHER PRODUCTS ••••"•••••••••••••• 
STONE, CL1W, AND GLASS PRODUCTS •••••••••••••• ·• 
f'ABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS (EXCEPT ORDN ,~N CE 
MACHI NERY AND TRANSPORTATION EQUIP MENT) : ••••• 
MACHI NERY (EXCEPT ELECTRICAL)••··············•• 
Hc,ANS PO RT AT I ON EQUIP MENT •••••••••••••••••••••• . 
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUM ENTS, ETC. ··········•••·••••• 
MISCELLANEOUS MANU FACTU R 1 NG I NDUST R l ES ••••••••• 
NOT ELSEl~HERE SHOWN •• ........................ •• 
55 7 t6 Hl5 
14 122 305 
2 876 ~79 
11 885 937 
I 994 914 
44 944 329 
6 320 63g 
3 330 630 
12 830 332 
278 952 
32 096 906 
4 317 602 
4 17ti 555 
264 S!J7 
891 144 
I 929 230 
g 976 323 
3 944 534 
944 939 
2 630 392 
595 9i g 
11 149 94 I 
2 211 045 
~97 357 
4 495 632 
121 735 
7 357 226 
2 412 793 




























; 6 2 o I 2 061i , 5 5 6 
l 44 3 i 761 6$2 
I 
5;0 j 

















































CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES. 195~ 
TABLE 36 • All MANUFACTURING, FRANKL IN COUNTY BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
r 
-t 
VALUE OF GROSS AVERAGE ,· I NU MBER OF IJORKERS 
__ P_R_oo_u_cr _____ ~.l_: G_1i_s _ _ -J-:~~~~~GS - ! !--w;_-r-MALE FEMALE 
$ 25 ~Ol__ill_ $ 7 868 528 
1 
$ 2 560 ,r LQ1l!_ ! L.ill_ .TI!!_ 
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS • , ..... , • , , • , ••••••• , I 911 376 119 530 335 . 357 I 169 188 
TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS ••• u ...................... I 2 11'9 850 840 470 2 626 320 I 241 79 
LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FUR~ITURE) ••• , 5 811 121 2 585 163 2 057 f 257 913 344 
PRINTING, PUBL1SHING, AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES ••• 421 212 I 12 090 2 669 I 42 30 12 
NOT ELSEWHERE S~WN •c•8•••••••••••••o••••••••• ~~11_3_5_9_6~~--4_2_11_28_5_~-~3_S_3_5_~~-I i~~-J_0_9_S -~ 98_7~~-Jf_l~· 
TYPE OF INDUSTRY 
ALL MANUFACTURING 
TABLE }7 - ALL MANUFACTURING, HAN(X)Cl< COUNTY BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
ALL MANUFACTURING 
f'OOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS •••••..••••.••••••••• 
LUMBER AND ivooo PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURE) ••• 
PRINTING, PUBLISHI NG, AND ALLIED INOUSTfRES •• ~ 
STONE, CLAY, AND GLASS PRO DUCTS •• •••••••••••• ~ 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT•••·•••••••••••••••••• 
NOT ELSEWHERE SHOWN••••••••••••••••·•••••••••• 
4 452 73g 




16 390 994 













Ii ill£ I I 61~ 
, , I 103 ll 323 I 780 I 282 260 22 
Ji. l;:1· I~: : I g70 s 16 5~ I ~~- -~i---

CENSUS OF MA lNE MANUFACTURES - 1954 
TASLE 3g - ALL MANUFACTURING, KEt-..'NEBEC rouNTY BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
TYPE OF I NOUS 
ALL MANUFACTURING 
FOOD AND K !NORED P 
TEXTILE MILL PRODU 
APPAREL AND OTHER 
TRY 
ROOUCTS ••••••••••••••••••••• 
CTS •· •••••.••••••••••••••••• 
FINISHED PRQDUCTS :li ADE 
FROM FABRICS AN D SI MI LAR ~) ATERl ,\LS ....... ···I 
RODUCTS (EXCEPT FURN !TURE) ••• I LUMBER AND L~OOD P 
PAPER ANO ALLIED P 
P R 1 NT ING • PU BLISH 
LEATHER AND LEATHE 
FABRICATED METAL P 
I 
RO DUCTS , , , •• •••• , ••••• ,, , , ·• 1 
ING, AND ALLIED lND~STRIES ••o 
R PRODUCTS ............... ••• I 
RODUCTS (EXCEPT C'Rtll ~MCE c 





"' '26 003 383 x 
15 395 201 
35 2T5 384 
g 5 IO 890 
4 996 994 
44 534 472 
I s27 694 
13 847 276 
f 355 606 
261 866 
TABLE 39 - ALL MANUFt\CTURIMG, KNOX coumv BY :-~;',J OR 1MDUSTRY GROUPS 
·- - ,--
ALL MANUFACTURING i 29 795 088 
FOOD MtD KINDR ED PRODUCTS ..................... 13 577 867 
TEXTILE Mill PRODUCTS••·••••••••··•·•••••••••• 3 777 21~ 
APPAREL AND OTHER FINISHED PRODUCTS MADE I 
FROM F M3 RI CS 1-\N D S IM I l AR MA TERI A LS •••••••••• 2 309 615 
LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS (E XCEPT FURNITURE) ••• 696 758 
PRINTING, PUBLISHING, AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES ••• 238 160 
CHEMICALS AND ALL I ED PRO DUCTS .. . .............. I 628 234 
STONE, CLAY, AND GLASS PRO DUCTS ............... 6 zg r 076 
TRANS PORTATION EQUI PM ENT •••••·•· •••••••• · ••••• 433 411J 




GROSS AVE RAGE 
WAGES ANNUAL 
PAID EARN !NGS 
---
$ 30 905 050 $ 2 t'!99 
I 607 770 2 199 
9 ~7 537 2 927 
I 478 073 2 411 
I 651 900 2 211 
11 069 963 3 66g 
760 650 3 381 
4 08 I 5il3 2 26 g 
• 
294 262 2 515 
I 13 352 2 519 
----
-- · 
6 479 156 ~ 
2 525 569 I 576 
I OfJ 570 2 49g 
604 072 I 514 
130 663 I ~40 
gg 6og 2 606 
333 936 3 242 
I 358 590 3 451 
1g2 892 2 505 










































2 I g4 I 180 
133 4go 
429 31 8 
2 4~5 533 
165 60 
813 937 
























CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 1954 
TABLE 40 - ALL MANUfACTURlNG, LINCOLN COUNTY BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GRO UPS 
---~--~-T-Y-P~E-_o_F_I_N_oo_s_TR-Y------------------il~~ 
I s 6 94 
! 




0 223 ~ I 826 92 I 
I 
5 772 I 94 820 I 
ALL MANUFACTURING 
FOOD AND K !NORED PAODUCTS 
LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURt ;a 39 2 371' 146 150 
PRINTING, PUBLISHING, AND ALLIED INDUST P. l tS o 14 i 904 54 375 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT •••••••••••••••••••• 2 85 O 335 $80 36!J 
9 838 64 t 242 NOT ELSEWHERE SHOWN ····e~·····•·o~···••o~.ac 2 91 
~----~~------------------~--~j___ 
TA3LE 41 .. ALL MANUFACTURING, OXFORD COUHTY BY i'1 AJCR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
ALL MANUFACTURING 
FOOD A.'lD KINDRED PRODUCTS 2 
01~ 1~--~ 255 
82$ 235 464 771 
····4········ ...•.• 
LUMBER AND !~000 PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURE). 15 504 160 
PAPER AND ALLIED PRODUCTS • • •••• •• • • • • • •• •••• 42 742 363 
PRINTING, PUBLISHING, AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES • I 290 915 
678 686 LEATHER AND LEATHER PRODUCTS ................ j 7 
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING HWUSTRI ES •••••• I . 
NOT ELSEl~HERE SHOWN • ·••••••• •••••••••••••• ·~ 
325 332 
645 01 I 
5 172 501 
12 493 326 
f 04 660 
2 568 567 
59 512 





EAR~! I NGS 













I 2 817 
~ NUMBER OF h'ORKERS TCTAL MALE r rnA LE 
---
m ill llQ. 
I 260 85 175 I 
. I IO\ 102 2 
I 23 17 6 
259 246 1; 





20s 123 g5 
2 305 I 724 561 
2 744 2 q7g 256 
32 2ti g 
I 149 506 643 
184 28 156 




CENSUS OF MAI NE MANU FACTUR ES - 195~ 
TABLE 42 - ALL MANUFACTURING, PENOBSCOT COUNTY BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
TYPE OF INDUSTRY 
ALL MANUFACTUR lNG 
FOOD AND KI NORED PRODUCTS • • ••• ••••• ~:. ~ •• •• • 
VALUE OF 
PRO DUCT 
$ 146 547 939 
TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS •••••••• • •••••••••••••• 18 896 q62 
LUMBER AND hJOOD P "100UCTS (EXCEPT FU!'ir1ITURE) . . 22 434 303 
PAPER AND ALLIED PRODUCTS ••••••••••••• • •• • •• I 67 816 5~6 
PRI NTING, PU i3 LISHING, AND ALL1ED INDUSTR!ES. I 2 683 750 
LEATHER AND LEATHER PRO DUCTS ••• ~ ......... ••• 15 g35 2ll3 
srm1E, CLAY, AND GLAss PRODUCTS •••••••• o .... I 946 li5o 
i 
PRIMARY MET AL INDUSTRIES••····•·•·•••••••••• I 207 465 
FABRt cATED METAL PRODUCTS c~xcEPT 1Rm~ANCE I I 
MAC~INERY AND TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT)!.. 375 774 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT •••••••••••••••••• :.1 9SB 265 I 
M Is CELLANEOUs MANUFACTUR, NG 1 :1DUSTR I ES ••• • •• 533 169 j 




$ 34 549 1$5 
I 84 r 606 
2 757 721 
6 100 168 
15 531 408 
t o 15 393 






r 6og so; 




$ 2 979 
2 506 











Lill. I ALL MANuFAcruRI NG 12 0~2 222 ~ 815 562J 
LTEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS ••••••••••••••••••••••• 5 137 717 1 255 212 I 3 17 8 I 774 2 4g4 LUMBER AND vJOOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURE) • 5 7~g 030 I 2 026 3soj NOT ELS Et-JHERE SH"'WN • ••••••••••••••••••• . ·_ ._ •• _. ___ , __ t_56_50_·2 ___ ,-'-, ___ 5_33_977 
NUMBER OF WO RKERS 
TOT AL MALE 
·-·--+--
























39 3g 1 
157 13S 19 
35 30 5 
_.__~~50_5 ___ ~_46_6 __ ~;~ 
.1....lli. .l.lli .13.!t 
395 294 10 I 
I 142 946 l96 
215 17g 37 

CENSUS IJF rti A INE MANUFACTURES - 1951' 
TABLE qq - All fJ, ANUFACTURfNG, SAGADAHCJC COUNTY BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
-
VALUE OF GROSS 
TYPE OF INDUSTRY WAGES 
PRODUCT PAID 
LL MANUFACTURING $ 59 582 002 $ 13 946 400 
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS ................... 976 274 200 792 
LUMBER AND ~1000 PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FUR~: lTURE) • 469 \2; 151 747 
NOT ELSEWHERE SH0WN • ••• ••••••••••••• •• •••• •• 58 t36 305 13 593 :161 
- -
TABLE 45 - ALL MANUFACTURING, SOMERSET COUNTY QY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
----
-·-- · 
ALL MANUFACTURING I 54 54S 215 15 I 57 370 
FOOD AND KINDRED PRClDUCTS ••·•······· · ·•••••• I 544 964 438 906 
T~XTILE MILL PRODUCTS ••••••••••••••••••••••• 8 310 g43 I 769 397 
LUMBER AND !1000 PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURMITURE) • 14 296 I 97 4 952 g I~ 
PAPER AND ALLIED PRODUCTS••···•••••••••••••• 5 299 032 I 725 046 
P'RINTING, PUBLTSHING, AND All IED INDUSTRl ES • 151 5;s 1 60 253 
LEATHER AND LEATHER PRO DUCTS •• ••• ••••••••• "" 2~ 723 0~5 6 172 697 
MtSCELLMJEOUS MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES •••••• ;o 292 7 gg5 






ms EAR ~!! . 
$ 3 67 5 
1. 
I 
NUMBER OF ~JORKERS~---i 





: I 2;; :; '~: j 
, ___ , 1 ___ 3 ~-g '--~~-f l .~~~-
r ·------~ 2 400 .Ll!i .Ll1.!l ..2-J)JU 
I 125 390 206 1s4 I 
2 56ll 690 367 323 I 
2 370 2 090 I I 947 11+; 3 q30 503 ~g; 20 
t 9~4 31 22 9 
2 3$1 2 593 J 239 1 35q 
I 577 5 ; 2 
2 336 13 7 6 

CENSUS OF MAI NE MANUFACTURES - 195~ 
TABLE 46. ALL MANUFACTURING, WALCXJ COUNTY SY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
I VALUE OF GROSS i AVE RAGE NUMBER IJ F WORKERS TVP E OF IMOUS TRY WAGES ANNUAL I----PRO DUCT PAID EARNINGS TOTAL MALE FEMALE 
,~MA~FACTUR ING $ 22 220 009 $ 2 773 914 $ 2 239 
f 
Lfil ~ m 
FOOD AND Kl NORED PRODUCTS ................. ·• • 13 357 8ij9 956 647 1 993 480 280 200 
APPAREL AND OTHER F1NISHED PRODUCTS MADE 
'FJl>M FABRICS AND Sl f.i 1LAR MATERIALS ••••••••• 28~ 169 162 525 I 505 10~ 17 91 
LUMBER AND t~OOO PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNlTURE) •• I 728 599 517 979 2 t76 23S 231 7 
PRINTING, PUBLISHING, AND ALLIED INDUSTIRES •• 70 507 47 084 2 oin 23 T3 IO 
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS ••••••········•• 
I 
4 610 045 40S 097 3 345 122 I 18 4 
TR~NSPORTATION EQUIP~ENT ••••••••••••••••••••• 71 825 24 720 2 060 12 11 I 
NOT ELSE!~HERE SHOWN ••••••••••••••••••• u •• ••• i 2 092 015 ' 656 862 2 566 256 155 10 I : 
----
..l.--
TABLE 47. fill MANUFACTURl ~JG, WASHJ ;,,!GTON COUNTY BY f-1 AJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
I I 
-1 
ALL MANUFACTURING 42 420 082 ~-g l11J4 I 59g_ 5 049 2 732. 
~l.!1 t 
I 
f3 s79 779 2 459 4S6 789 3 11 g I 158 t 960 I FOOD ANO K !NORED PRODUCTS ........... ' ........ I 
I 
LUMBER AND vJOOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURMITURE) ~. 10 026 177 I 1 928 237 2 290 842 776 66 ! I 
PRINTING, PUBLISHING, r,ND ALLIED INDUSTRIES•• ij6 57 t 9 812 I 962 5 5 
--
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS •••• ········•·•• I 087 303 223 746 3 21u 
I 69 67 2 TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT ••••••••••••••••···•• 17 694 3 241+ I 622 2 2 
---
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES•••••·• 525 279 56 010 I 400 40 18 22 
NOT ELSEWHERE SHOWN•••••••••••••••··········· 16 837 279 3 387 909 3 4t2 973 706 267 

CENSUS OF MAI NE MANUFACTURES. 1954 
TABLE 48 - ALL t1ANUFACTURI NG, YORK COUNTY BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
VALUE OF' GROSS 
TYPE OF INDUSTRY t~AGES 
PRODUCT PA 10 
··-
-----
All MANUFACTU~lNG $ 127 250 7g9 $ 71 016 091 
FOOD AND KI NORED PRODUCTS • •••••••••••••••••• ••• 927 032 273 085 
TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS •• ••• • • ••••••• ••••••••• ••• 63 g35 742 16 802 g99 
LUMBER AND [,,JQOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURE) •••• g 964 360 I 832 358 
FURNlTURE AND FIXTURES .......... e •••••• · •••••••• 127 736 39 212 
~ PAPER AND ALLIED PRODUCTS•••••••••••••·•••••••• I 212 554 291 f98 I-' 
t PRINTING, PUBLlSHING, AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES••·• 621 957 225 201 
LEATHER AND LEATHER PRODUCTS ••••••••••••••••••• I 19 743 753 6 2li8 609 
STONE, CLAY, AND GLASS PRODUCTS ••••••••••••••• ; I 112 29i 49 350 
MACHINERY (EXCEPT ELECTRICAL)•···········•····• 27 20$ 913 ro 213 7ij9 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT Ji••·········•••···••• 31 000 34 191 738 
NOT ELSEWHERE SHOWN••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••• 4 465 45i g4g 692 
































NUMBER OF V;IQ RKERS 




4 868 I 
I 
91 75 16 I 
5 391J 3 025 2 369 
972 93~ 3g 
15 13 2 
97 83 !ti I 
85 57 28 
2 651 I 115 f 536 
I g 18 
---
2 666 2 3qg 338 
7 486 7 100 386 t 
303 162 141 I 
--- - ~----! 

CEFSUS OF HAINE MANUFACTURES - 1954 
APPENDIX - A 
A-1 

CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 1954 
TABLE A-1 - COMPARISON BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUP FOR THE YEARS 1951-1953 
' NDUSTRY I YEAR ! ~~~er l GROS~/ciGES - I Ax~~m ~--·- NUM~~Of WORml~----1 
i (IN THOUSANDS) \ ( IN rnotJ_:,;;,; .;os) ! EARNINGS : TOTAL ! MALE i FEMALE I 
I ALL MANUFACTU-RIN;--------- --
1
-~~~3-·1···-$- l-- ;69- ~;;- r;-~-q~ ;3;--·t-;-;-;---r - - 120 134 -1---g3 0631-37 071 I 
I 
I 
FOOD ANO KINDRED PRODUCTS 
TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS 








1952 128 507 I 336 261 I 2 660 ! 126 397 gg 215 . 38 142 j 













144 995 I I I ' 22 855 I I 447 15 790 7 746 g 044 ! I I 
145 619 i 21 622 ! I 239 17 453 g 63ti g 819 
147 3g3 ! 20 767 ! I 066 19 490 9 698 9 792 
I I 
i I 
2,6 395 I 
I 












,26 6,, I 39 482 






111 6,4 I 41 125 I 2 009 










9 62~ I 
9 51~ I 
,o -71 I 
I 640 I 
I 490 I 
I 401 I 
I I 7 155 I 14 7 t 9 I 2 4 36 I 
I 
I 9 $85 ! 17 t!OO ! 2 6S5 i 
20 46g ! 17 992 ! 2 476 j 
___ L__ ___ , ____ _____ , __ _ __ , 
·_ , 5 
.; 
. · ... 1 
.· .. , 
... ' ~ . .') 
.,. ., , 
·- J 
i •. •• , 
: . 
CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES· 1954 
TABLE A-2 .. CXlMPARISON BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUP FOR THE YEARS 1951-1953 
J
i·--------- i 1 VALUE OF I GROSS WAGES I AVERAGE I NUMBER OF WORKERS i 
rYPE oF 1Nousrnv I YEAR I PROoucr : PA10 ANNUAL I- -----r--·----i--·---- -, 
_ _________ -t- +- (IN rnousANDs) -+-- (rN THousANOSJ I EAR~111Gs ____ J. ronL 1 ~~j-~~~L~~ 
I FURNITURE AND Fl XTURES I 1957 I $ 5 4111 : $ I 646 r-;-2 6M 6:; I I 506 j 125 : 
I I 1952 i 4 790 I 514 ! • ~ 172 697 f 58 I : 116 ! 
I ! 1951 11 4 457 t 3g5 I 2 o 11 689 I 580 I 09 I 
• • I I !· 
I , I PAPER AND ALLIED PRODUCTS 1953 tg5 182 64 564 ~ 045 15 692 ! 13 775 I 917 j 
I 1952 248 097 54 208 3 5?; 15 173 ! 13 274 I 899 I 
1951 298 998 62 774 3 559 17 640 15 579 2 061 I 
I 
I 
PRINTINGl PUBLISHtNG AND ALLIED 
INOUSTtdES 
I CH!MJ CAlS AND ALLI ED p RO DUCTS 
I 
RUBBER PRO DUCTS Jj 
I 
















































--i------- - ; 
V> 
t'• ' 
l ·, . > .~·~-: 
i 
~'i i"1:...! ,· ..... -:... . , ,,·· ; 
..;"' :.. (... 
:," 
'·" 
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CfNSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 1954 
TABLE A-3 - -COMPARISON BT MAJOR INDUSTRY GIIJU? FOR THE YEARS 1951-1953 
-·--·----· ,-- -- ------ . 
i I V.4 LU~ OF GROSS l~AGES AVERAGE l NUMBER OF t·JORKERS i I TYPE OF INDUSTRY YEAR PRODUCT ! l'AID ANNUAL 1--TOTAL ~ ( IN THOUSANDS) i ( IN THOUSANDS) EARNINGS MALE FEMALE I 
I I I 1:(ATHER AND LEATHER POODUCTS 1953 $ Jli3 T52 I $ 43 976 $ 2 zg7 19 !29 g 697 IO 532 I 
1952 146 7g3 I 43 g4g 2 J85 20 069 9 252 10 817 l I 1951 14 r s53 I 39 970 2 It 2 Jg S67 9 309 9 55g I l 
I STONE, CLAY, ANO GLASS PRODUCTS 1953 10 05 I 3 015 3 064 981J 961 23 
1952 g 659 I 2 995 2 761 I og5 t 060 25 
• 1951 g 546 2 995 2 696 I II I I OS7 21J 
+=" 
PRIMARY METAL INDUSTRIES 1953 3 699 67g 2 1'22 280 251 29 
1952 "207 631 2 437 259 232 27 
1951 ; 406 682 2 435 2SO 251 29 
FABRICATED METAL P A:lDUCTS 1953 31 524 7 703 3 043 2 531 2 025 506 
1952 31 S33 7 755 I 2 925 2 651 2 122 529 
1951 28 820 6 992 I 2 s72 2 435 1 900 535 
I 
MACHINERY (EXCEPT ELECTRICAL) f95~ 56 347 22 403 J 3 go2 S g93 5 31S 575 
1952 iii 6~9 19 g31 3 556 5 577 5 or~ ,63 
1951 li9 179 19 592 3 373 5 gog 5 197 611 
·----··-·---·---·------·~----------~ . ---- ·--··-- -··-· - -· - --------- -- · 
------· ··----- --
__ ! 
... .~ . .... 
·.··,\ 








~ .. ·,:. 
~,! 





















CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 1954 
TABLE A ... 4 • OJMPARISON BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUP FOR THE YEARS 1951-1953 
'
;· ------ ·-- -- - --- . -- - -·-·---- -··r -· -- -- -··r - --- -~ALUE-0~-;--- - GROSS WAGES . AVERAGE _,I! NU~~;;; OF- hORKERS·- -·· . l 
TYPE OF' INDUSTRY I YEAR ! PRO Cf.JCT i PAID ; ANNUAl .----- ---- ··---"7"----·-,- · · ·----·-
i : I (IN THOUSANDS) ! ( IN THOUS.;NDS) l EARNINGS I TOTAL I MALE ; FEMALE t-- ----··· ·---· ·· -·-- - ------~ -,·-==-==--.......-. i --·- ···- --·- ,·· ---· ---·-·--·-·----- ··t--· ---. -··--· ·-··---·- -- ------l-- -- -- - - ·-····- -i -·· --·-· ·- ·-·-!- - ---- ~--· -- ·----· 
' ELECTR I C,\L MACHI NERY, ETC. Ji ; 1953 l $ 5 75 i I $ 96S l $ 2 534 i 3g2 i 150 i 232 I 
1952 i 2 575 ! 6g2 1 2 352 290 i 75 I 215 I 
! i ! 
I TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT :u 1953 4g 126 52 646 3 99g 
I 
1952 46 137 57 67S 3 911 




I l'rtiFESSIONAL5 SCIENTIFIC AND CONTROLLING : 746 INSTRUMENT ; PHOTOGRAPHIC AND OPTICAL I 1953 26; 3 063 GOODS; WATCHES ANO CLOCKS j 
1952 710 235 2 951 I 
l 
! 1951 765 210 2 922 I 
I I I ! MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES 19H 4 556 r 142 I 94g I 
1952 4 113 947 I 824 
I 
1951 ; 91g 983 I 749 
I 
I NOT ELSEWHERE SHOWN I f953 -0- -0.. .. o. 
I 
409 11952 t 5g3 2 604 
I 195 r j I t63 327 
I 
I 660 
. .. - -------··---- · - -·-· ·-- -- - - - .-- ___.__ .. ·-······· - _..L._ ___ __ - - • -- - -· 
_ ____,_. -- --- -·- ---- - - - ...J _ __ - -· - ··· 
J/ PREVIOUSLY SHOWN IN NOT ELSEWHERE SHOWN, LESS THAN THREE ESTABLISHMENTS REPORTING. 
1/ PrJ RTSMOUTH NAVAL SHIPYlRD INCLUDED, EXCEPT VALUE OF Pf{)DUCT. 
: 13 169 ' l 2 55 l 618 
I 14 74g 14 085 663 
'. II 935 
! 
1 I ;4o 595 
86 62 24 
g3 65 It 
72 57 15 
5S6 329 257 








157 f 126 31 
197 j 116_1_ sr I 
--~ - -- . - ----- ··'· 
· f 













' i ,· 
·~ ! 
, . .\"t,. 
CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES• 1954 
TABLE ~- I .. COMP AR ISON OF All MANUFACTURING BY COUNT I ES FOR THE YEARS 1951-1952 
-· ·- ··- ·- ---- --·· - - ·- -· - -·-· ··- . ···· - ··--- ·-· ·---- ·- · ·. --··---··- -· - - ·. ·-· - ···- __ .. _ - -·- ·····- ·· -- ··-- --· ---·--l VALUE OF ! GROSS WAGES AVERAGE ---··- - - j-:i- ---- -- ~~~B~R -~-; -·t4;K·;;- -- -- --
COUNTY j YEAR I PRODUCT i PAID I ANNUAL ~ - -- - . 
i I ( IN THOUSANDS) I CfN THO~SANDS) ! EARNINGS -+' TOTAL i MA LE I FEMA LE 
--- ---- ----------1··-- --- ----,------ - -·---------····------- j---- · - -- --·- ------- -· -----4------ --- -· - - . ------- --- - -·-- - ------ -~----------L . -------·-
ANDROs coGGtN 1953 i $ 141 OS6 : $ 42 ogo i $ 2 607 '. t6 141 ! g g9~ i 7 24; . 
I 1952!' f34 647 ! 4o 174 1 2 564 I 15 671 g 622 7 049 
I 1951 i t4S 534 40 322 2 435 1 ,6 55g 9 370 7 1gg 
I 1953 ! 53 7gg 7 341J 586 
I 1952 i 48 116 6 516 g24 
AROOSTOOK Z 660 2 761 2 175 
I 690 3 855 3 031 
I I 5gg lJ 406 
! CU M BE RLANO 
3 552 I 195 I I 4g )74 6 999 g54 
1953 I I 196 761 47 090 
~3 664 













1 HAN CO CK 





























16 310 : IO 684 
I 6 820 i I I 14 5 
I 
3 237 I 2 558 
ti 272 j 3 246 




22 299 5 176 I 2 162 2 394 I I 649 I 745 
I . I 22 057 5 227 ! 2 007 2 605 I 7 23 I 882 i 
19 298 j 4 5 34 ! I 591 2 81J9 i I 9 35 I 91 IJ i 
--- ------ -·-- -- ---- -- --- .. - - - --- . ___ ___ _j__ _ ___ _ - - - - - - --- -- - - - -'-- --·---· -- . . . 
."1 , : 
, \ . 
CENSUS OF MAIN~ MANUFACTURES - 1954 
TABLE B-2 • O'.)MPARISON BY All MANUFACTURING BY COUNTIES FOR THE YEARS 1951-1953 
I i VALUE OF . GROSS WAGES . i AVERAGE ! - -- - ~UMBER-~~-;-;;--=] 
,-KE-N::~::- -- ---ii :::--1 (}~::g:~~-'-.. ~- (~N :~~~;oo~ .. -)-- ~E:~::~ ... ---+,:o::~ --t<::: ---t:E::~E j 
i 195 2 127 266 ;2 292 2 T59 j II 791 ; 7 500 . 4 291 j 
I I 19 5 I 1 3 2 7 2 g 3 2 5 9 2 2 6 13 I I 2 4 7 2 g 3 gg 4 o 8 4 I 
I. I ! i l I I i 
11· KNOX I 1953 25 103 5 760 I 812 ; 3 '78 I 696 I 482 I 
1952 24 604 5 436 f 642 j 3 310 I 899 I 411 j 
I 1951 24 467 5 621 I 645 3 416 I 970 1 446 ! 
·1 LINCOLN 
















14S 396 I 










I 107 815 292 
I 332 981 35 t 
988 727 261 
g 305 6 271 2 034 
5 766 4 075 I 691 
g 663 6 770 1 893 
I 2 35 5 I , 0 0~7 2 308 
13 415 j IO 970 ( 2 44 5 
12 987 j' IO 6 g4 ! 2 2 I 3 , 








~ ' ; 
; ... 
· , .. . ,· 
· · !·· ., 
·.: ,, 
.,,:·. 
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CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 1954 
TABLE 8•3. DJMPA~ISON BY ALL MANUFACTURING BY COUNTIES rnR THE 'rE ARS 1951 .. 1953 
;,i----- ------r·-- ---i"····---;L~;~-F - ----!---;~;~ ~GES - - ,-;E-RAGE - ·- ~ --- -- -~UMBE;;- l-JOR~ERS-- - ! 
1 
_ _____ ~UNTY l YEAR I Cl/¥B8'Gf;NDS) \ (IN T~;0¥,~NDS) I E!~~~ t~~s i--·-TOTAL ___ MA.LE ___ F~r~ALE·-i 
I . -----·-··- -t----- - t-------------- ---- - -- +----- --- --- ·- - -· ··--· I-·-··-- ·-- ··· ·- ···-····- f------------ -- -- l 
l i I ! I I I PISCATAQUIS I 1953 i $ 12 799 ! $ 4 547 j $ 2 10'3 j I 682 t 254 428 





I 1951 I 17 71 S \ 5 413 2 169 2 49 S I 919 579 i 
1
1 
::;: I ~! ::: \ :~ :: : :;: : ~:: ~ ;:: ;~: I 
i 1951 I 45 99s I II s95 2 s70 4 145 3 47S 667 
j 1953 47 278 I 14 li51 2 531 5 709 3 797 I 912 
I 1952 s1 6os i 16 290 2 3s; 6 s36 4 619 2 211 ! 1951 6t 592 I ,, 876 2 344 5 920 3 855 2 065 
I I ! 
f I 
' 1953 I 
1952 I 
195 I i 
I 







195J I 34 316 g or; t 486 5 393 I 1952 ! !13 545 I 10 121 I 529 I 6 61S I 1951 I 34 S40 i 7 677 I 113 L6 90 I 














_.. ·\ / 
' .... , 
.. ).' .··,,t 
: . ~ 
i ~ ' 
·~ ... 
.-.:",' 
~ : l , . ... 
~I ' .... _: 
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CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES• 1954 
TABLE B-4. COMPARISON BY All MANUFACTURING BY COUNTIES FOR THE YEA~S 1951-1953; 
1--- -----·- --- -- ---- --.----· ------r-·- ·- -----·--· -·--. --·· r- . ··--- . . ------ - - ···· ---- ··· · - -- .... ·· -----· - . --- - .. ·---- . . -- ··- ·· - - ·- ·· ·- -·--- --· - -- . ----- ... 
I 
VALUE OF i GROSS WAGES ! AVERAGE ; NUMBER OF hORl<ERS I: 
COUNTY YEAR P~ODUCT ! PAID · ANNUAL f- - · ·- -·- - -. - -- --.- - - --· 
---·-··- -·----- ---·- - -- -- - -- c IN THOUSAMDs) __ J_ _ UN TliOUSANDS_) _  J _____ EARNtNGS ---- -t-- TOTAL __ _ j_. MALE ___ 
1
! __ F_rn_ALE _. 
I 
I I I I · 1 1 I I I I voRKJ/ I 1953 l $t5121; 1 $84495 I $34g2 I 24226 I 1s415 5s11 j L ________ l:~~ _  j ___ ::: ;~: __  J ___ :~ :~~ ____ J ___ _::~~ ___  ,_j ___ :~~~_L:~;::_il;~~ J 
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CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 1954 
APPENDIX B-1: TECHNICAL NOTES AND DEFINITIONS 
Industrial Classification The Standard Industrial Classification system as 
compiled by the E:::cecuti ve Office of the President, Bureau of the Budget, was 
used to determine the industry title applicable to each establishment. De ... 
scriptions of major industry r roups may be found in Appendix B .. 2. Each estab-
lishr:1ent has been classified according to its principal activity du.ring 1954. 
In a few instances, where separate records for each establishment were not 
kept, data have been included in the totals for the civil division in which 
the home office or principal place of business was located. 
Value of Product is the net selling price of all goods manufactured or proc-
essed durin£, the calendar year. If industrial operations were on a contract 
basis, the total of amounts received for contract work or services perforned 
has beell included. 
Gross Wages Paid shows total earnings during the calendar year of all em-
ployees, except executives, before deductions for Old-Age and Survivors In-
surance, group insurance, withholding tax, defense bonds, union dues, etc. 
Pay for sick leave, holidays, vacations and bonuses has been included. Owing 
to the exclusion of various f'ringe benefits, payroll taxes paid by employers, 
etc., this data should not be interpreted as representing total labor costs 
on the part of the employer. 
Average Annual Earnings is the figure obtained by dividing Gross Wages Paid 
by the Total Number of Workers. 
Number of Workers is that reported as an average or representative for the 
calendar year. Workers engaged in fabricating, processine:, assembling, in-
spection, receiving, storage , handling, packing, warehousing, shipping, main-
tenance, repair, janitorial, watchmen services and product development are 
included as are working foremen and all other employees below the executive 
level. 
Establish~ent is defined as a single physical location where industrial oper-
ations are performed; it is, therefore, a place of business rather than a 
legal entity or company which may have units in many locations. 
Civil Divisions are geographical units established for governmental purposes. 
Major civil divisions, in this bulletin, are counties; minor civil divisions 
are cities, tovms, plantations and townships. 
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CE~,JSUS OF MAnm HANUFACTUTIES - 1954 
APPENDIX B-2: INDUSTRY DESCRIPTIONS 
20 Food and Kindred Products This major [ roup includes establishments 
manufacturing foods ancf beverages f or human con::mmption, and certain 
related products such as manufactured ice, chewinc; gum, and prepared 
feeds for animals and fowls. 
22 Textile Mill Products This major group includes establishments engaged 
in performin6 any of-the f ollowing oper 9;tions, regard.less of the type of 
fiber used: (1) manufacturing ~rarn, thread, cordage., and t wine; (2) 
manufacturing 1woven fabric, carr,ets , rugs, braids, lace[J , knit fabric, 
l,mit garments, and other I]roducts frora yarn; (3) dyeing and finishing 
fibers, yarn ,and fabric; and (h) coating , waterproofing , and otherwise 
treating: fabric. Thi s classification n!akes no dist:j.nction between the 
two tyPes of organizations which operate i n the textHe industry; namely, 
the "r~gular" or r'1inside" mill uhich purchases materi als, produces textiles 
and related articles wit;hin the establi:3r11.1ent, and sells the finished prod-
' -
ucts, and the "contract" or "con11niss ion" mill which processes materials 
m-med by others . Jobbers or convertef s who do no manufacturing but who , 
assign materials to contract mills fo~ processing are classified in non-
manufacturine; industries. ~stablishments primaril;y engaged in t ~e spong-: 
ing or shrinking of cloth for the trade, or in employin&; home workers for 
hand-knitting or hand- weaving of textile products are included in APPAREL 
AND OTHER FIIHSBED PRODUCTS. The rubberizing of fabrics is classified in 
the major group, RUBBER PRODUCTS. 
23 Apparel and Other Finished Products Hade From Fabrics and Similar Materials 
This major group, known as the cutting-up and needle trades, includes es-
tablishments producing clothing and r elated fabricated products by cutting 
and sewing purchased woven or knit fab rics. All types of textiles are 
utilized as well as leather, rubberized fabrics, fur, and other materials. 
This classification makes no distinction between the t wo t ypes of organi-
zations which operate in the apparel industr-n namely, the "regular" or 
"inside " factory which purchases materials, manuf actures clothing and re-
lated articles, and sells the f inisheci products, and the 11 contract" factory 
which manufactures apparel from ~naterials 01-med by others. Jobbers who do 
no manufacturing but assign materials to contract f actories for fabrication, 
and custom tailors and dressmakers not operating on a factory basis are 
classified in non-manufacturing industries. 
24 Lumber and Wood Products (except furniture ) This major group includes log-
ging camps engaged in cutting timber-and pulpwood; merchant sawmills, 
veneer mills, l ath mills, shingle mills, cooperage- stock mills, planing 
mills, and plywood mills engaged in producine; lumber and wood basic mate-





APPENDIX B-2: (CONTINUED) 
entirely or mainly of wood or wood substitutes. Certain types of es-
tablishments producing wood products are class i fied elsewhere. For exam-
ple, furniture, and off ice and store fixtures are classified in the major 
g-rou.p, FlJRNITLR~ AND :?IXTliRES; pianos , musical j_nstruments, toys, and 
playground ee;uipment, and caskets and coffins i n liI SCLLLJ\l\COUS i'iAFUFACTUR-
ING INDUSTRIES. Wood,wrlcing in connection with construction, in the nature 
of reconditioning and re·';)2.ir, or ·:,erformed to i ndividual order, is classi-
fied in non-manuf acturing industries. 
25 Furniture and Fixtures This major grou:? includes establ i shl-:-ients engaged 
in manufacturing hol1sehold, office, public-build.in~=-, :Jrofes~;ional and 
restaurant furniture , office and store fjxtures, and window and door screens 
and shades, re gardless of i:.he materials used.. :Cstablishments primarily en-
gaged in the production of mill t·mrl: are classified in the major group LU1'IBER 
AND WOOD PRODUCTS. Woodworking to individual order or in the nature of re-
conditioning and repair is classified in non-manufacturing industries. 
26 Paper and Allied Products This major group includes the manufacture of 
pulp primarily from wood, and from rar;s and other fibers; the conversion 
of these pulp s into any kind of paper or paperboard into converted paper 
products such as coated paper, paper ba e;s, paper boxes, cards, and enve-
lopes. Certain types of converted paper products are classified elsewhere, 
such as abrasive paper in STONE, CLAY, AND GLASS nnoDUCTS, carbon 1:)aper 
in MISC'ELLA:r:IBOUS l'1IANU:PACTURING I NDUSTRIES, and photosensHized and blue-
print paper in PROFESbIONAL, SCIENTIFIC, AND COPTROLLING HTSTRUJ--.IENTSj 
PHOTOGTIAPHIC AND OPTICAL GOODS: 1.,[I\TCI·IB3 AND CLOCKS. 
l 
27 Printing, Publishing and Allied Industries Tl1is major group includes 
establishments engaged in printine,~-pllblishine, and lithographing; and 
those performing services for the printing trades., such as bookbinding, 
typesetting, engravinf , photoengraving, and electrotyping. This group 
also includes publishers regardless of whether or not they do their own 
printing. News syndicates are classified in service industries. 
28 Chemicals and Allied Products This major group includes establishments 
producing basic chemicals, and establisrmients manufacturing products by 
predominantly chemical processes. Establishments classified in this major 
group manufacture three general classes of products: (1) basic chemicals 
such as acids, alkalies, salts, and organic chemicals; (2) chemical prod-
ucts to be used in further manufacture such as synthetic fibers, plastics 
materials, crude animal and ve getable oils, dry colors, and pigments; and 




APPENDIX B-2 : (CONTINUED) 
drugs, cosmetics, and soaps; or to be used as materials or supplies in 
other industries such as paints, fertilizers, and explosives. The mining 
of natural rock salt is classified in mining industries. Establishments 
primarily engaged in manufacturing nonferrous metals and high percentage 
ferro-alloys are classified in the major group, PRiiIAHY METAL HJDUSTRIES, 
silicon carb~.de in S\'ONE ., CLAY, AND GLASS PRODUCTS, baking powder, and 
other leavenine; compounds, and starches in the major group FOOD AND KiimRED 
PRODUCTS3 and embalming fluids and artists' colors in the major group 
MISCELLANEOUS i"IANUl:'ACTUlUJ\G INDUSTRIES. Establishments primarily engaged 
in packaging) repackaging, and bottling of purchased chemical products, 
but not engaged in manufa.ctu.ring cheuicals and allied products are classi-
fied in the trade j_ndustrie s. 
31 Leather and .!:~~tl~~2:_!_3::?_:.~~c·~- This major group includes establishments 
engaged in tanning, currying, and. finishi;1g hides and skins, and establish-
ments ma1:.l1.facturing finished leather and artificial leather products and 
some similar products made of other materials. 
32 Stone, Clay, and Glass Products This major group includes establishments 
engaged in manufacturing flat glass and other glass products ., cement, 
structural clay products, pottery, concrete and gypsum products, cut-stone 
products, abrasive and asbestos Y)roducts ., etc~ from materials taken prin-
cipally from the earth in the form of stone, clay and sand. 1'hen separate 
reports are avc:i.ilable for mines and quarrie s operated by manu_facturing 
establishments classified in this major group , the mining activities are 
classified in the mining: industries; when separate reports are not avail-
able, the mining activities are classHied with the manufacturing operations 
and classified herein. 
33 Primary Metal Industries This major group includes establishments engaged 
in the smc;l ting and refining of ferrous and nonferrous metals from ore, 
pig, or scrap; in the rol1j_ng, , drawing, and alloying of ferrous and non-
ferrous metals; and in the manu.facturing of castings, forgings, and other 
basic products of ferrous and nonferrous metals. 
3h Fabrj_cated Metal Products This major group includes establishments engaged 
"'" ·- ·---·---· -·-in fabricating ferrous and nonferrous metal products such as tin cans and 
other tinware., hand tools, cutlery, general hardware, nonelectric heating 
apparatus, fabricated structural metal products, metal stampings, lighting 
fixtures., fabricated wire products , and a variety of metal products not 
elsewhere classified. Certain im"[)ortr--.nt segments of metal fabricating in-
dustries· are classified in other major groups such as ordnance in the major 
B-5 
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group ORDNANCE AND ACCESSORIES, machinery in major groups MACHINERY (EXCEPT 
ELECTRICAL) and ELECTRICAL l-:LJ.\.CHINERY EQUIPIVIENT AND SUPPLIES, transportation 
equipment under its O"IAm major heading, pro:fi'-essional, scientific, and con-
trolling instruments, watches and clocks in their own group, and jewelry 
and silverware in MISCELLANEOUS r:JANU:?ACTURLJG INDUSTRIES. The production 
of ferrous and nonferrous metals and their alloys, and basic products made 
of metal, are classified in the major group PRil{ARY METAL INDUSTRIES. 
3.5 Machinery (except electrical) This major group includes establishments 
engaged in manufactur:Lngmachinery and prime movers other than electrical 
equipment. I-lachines powered by built-in or detachable electric motors 
ordinarily are included in this major group, with the exception of house-
hold electrical appliances. Portable tools, both electric and pneumatic 
powered, are included in this major group, w.t hand tools are classified 
in the major group FABRICATED Ml~TAL PRODUCTS. 
36 Electrical Machinery, Equipment, and Supplies This major group includes 
establishments engaged in manuf'actu.ring machinery, apparatus, and supplies 
for the generation, storage, transmission, transformation, and utilization 
of electrical energy. The manufacture of electrical household appliances 
is included in this group, but machinery and equipment powered by built-in 
or detachable electric motors is classified in the major group MACHINERY 
(K{CEPT ELECTRICAL). 
37 Transportation Equipment This major group includes establisrunents engaged 
in manufacturing equipment for transportation of passengers and cargo by 
land, air and water. Important products produced by establishments classi-
fied in this group include motor vehicles, aircraft., ships, boats, railroad 
equipment., and miscellaneous transportation equipment such as motorcycles, 
bicycles, and horse-dravm vehicles. 
38 Professional, Scientific, and Controlling Instruments; Photographic and 
Optical Goods; Watches and. Clocl{s This major group includes establishments 
engaged in manufacturing mechanical measuring, laboratory, and scientific 
instruments; optical instruments and lenses; surgical, medical, and dental 
instruments., equipment, and supplies; ophthalmic goods; photographic equip-
ment and supplies; watches and clocks. Establishments primarily engaged in 
manufacturing instruments for indicating, measuring, and recording elec-
trical quantities and characteristics are claassified in the major group 
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APPENDIX B-2: (CONTINUED) 
39 Miscellaneous ManufaC:turing Industries This major group includes estab-
lishments primarHy enLaged. in manufacturing products not classified in 
any other manufacturing major group. Industries in this group fall into 
the following cate c;ories: ,jewelry, silverware., plated ware; musical in-
struments3 toys, sporting and athletic goods; pens, pencils) and other 
office and artists I matE::rj_als; buttons, cos ~-, ume novel ties, miscellcmeous 
notions, fabricated plastics products; broomE: and brushes; morticians' 
goods; and other miscellaneous manufacturing industries. 
Not Elsewhere Shown A policy of thr:: Department of Labor and Industry is 
not to reveal information on an individual plant basis. Inciustry groups 
which do not meet ovr standard mini,11um of three establishments each have 
been grouped. under the heading NOT ELSE"WHERE SI-nr~m. This title is not a 
part of the Standard Industrial Classification system but was originated 
to meet the needs of this Department. 
Descriptions o.f subordinate 
,t industry groupings may be found ,t 
* * 
")~ in the Stand:1rd Industrial ,*-
* * 
-lt Classification Hanual, Voluine I, ·:t 
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CENSt'S OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 19.54 
APPEND IX O: SURVEY COVERAGE 
This survey, insofar as is possible, is of universal coverage for Maine manu-
facturing establishments. The laws of Yiaine reo.uire the filing of the annual 
Product and Employment report from which these data are taken, 
Since !lecember 1954, when the original schedules were rrailed out, data has 
been received ccwering 1974 establishments. Of this grand Gota~ some 1802 or 
91.3% were usable. Those not used represented firms that did not operate; 
firms whose reports were incorrectly filled. out; or firms whose re:ports were 
received too late for inclusion in the tabulations. The figure 1802 repre-
sents usable returns only and is a .2% increase over the 1798 usable returns 
of last year., 
Taking into consideration the factors noted above, the data herein presented 
are a comprehensive and valid statistical picture of the Maine manufacturing 
economy for the year 1954. 
In terms of usable reports. the coverabe of the survey is shown in the follow-
ing tables, I, II, and III. Those establishments whose reports are received 
after this su.mnnry tabulation was rr.ade will be included in the body of the 
report, but will not show in these distributions. 
May 20, 19.55 
T. T. Trott, Jr. 
Director of Research 
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! ESTABLISHMENTS EMPLOYlNG: 
25 OR LESS 
26 ro 50 
51 TO 75 
76 TO 100 
JO·t TO 150 
151 To 200 













701 To I 000 
TOO! To 1500 
15 0 I To 25 00 J/ 
i NUMBER REPORTING I 
I - ----- ·--··· ·-·-- ..... - -··· ----··- ·--·· ·i 
r-- ~M:~:T ---+ % ::O::TAL -1 
I --- ... ·----··- i 
; I 
I I 131 62. 7 i 
I 203 11.3 I 
I orl9 ,. 9 i 






































I I MORE TH/\N 2500 7 I I OWNER OPERATED I 7~ / 4.1 
··· - - ·· · --- ----- ----- .. - .. - --- -- -- ·· ·----1- ----· ---- -- . ...... . 
J/ PORTSMOUTH NAVAL SHIPYARD INCLUDED, EXCEPT VALUE OF PRODUCT. 
TABLE Ir - COUNTY 
COUNTY i NUMBER .REPORTING I ! . . . - --· ·----- -·--·-· -l 
II . AMOUMT 1 ro OF TOTAL , r--· -·------ .. ·----·--r-·- ·----t-·-·--· -- ··- · i 
ALL Mf\NUFi\CTURl~,JG i I go2 ; IOO O I I - -·· I • I 
















I I ~ 
I 191 : 10.6 1' 
106 5.9 






















APPENDIX C • (CONTINUED) 
TABLE Ill .. NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS REPORTING BY MJ\JOR INDUSTRY, 1951 .. 1954 
. - --------- ----~~~-:;~-ND_U_S_TR~-----r-·-- -------_ -.i~~-~~-;-~?--~--'.~-~-~--- ! 
i - --·-· · 195ij I 1953 1952 1951 ·1
1 1··-MuMoERj7r-& .. TOTAL -----i .. 
----- -·-- ---·····-- ··------ ---- - -----+------- -+ ...... i ---~--------~ 
I : I ALL MANUFACTUR IN{; 
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS ••• •••••• 
TEXTILE MILL PRQDUCTS •••..•..• ••• 
APP,\REL AND OTHER FINISHED PROD-
UCTS MADE FROM FABRICS AND SIMILAR 
MATERIALS •··•••••••••· ·•••••••••• 
LUMBER AND t•JOOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT 
FURNITURE) •••••• ••• •••••••. ·••• ••• 
FURNITURE AND FIXTURES ·•••••·····• 
PAPER AND ALL I ED PRO DUCTS •••••••• • 
PRINTING PUBLISHING, AND ALLIED 
I N DU s T R I ES • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 
CHEMICALS AND ALL I ED PRO DUCTS .... • 
RUBBER PRODUCTS ................ ·•• 
LEATHER AND LEATHER PRODUCTS •••••• 
STONE, CLAY, AND GLASS PRODUCTS ••• 
PRIMARY METAL INDUSTRIES ......... . 
FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS (EXCEPT 
ORDNANCE MACH I NERY, AND TRM,:SPO R-
TATION E6UIPMENT) ••••••••••••••••• 
MACHINERY (EXCEPT ELECTRICAL) ••••• 
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, ETC. ••· ••••• 
TRANSPORT AT ION e:QU I PM ENT J/ ..... . 
S C I ENT I F I C I NS T RUM EN TS , ETC • • .... . 
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING IN. 
DUS TR l ES ••••••••••••••.••••••••••• 
NOT ELSEWHERE SHOWN ••••••••••••••• 
Jj PORTSMOUTH NAVAL SHIPYARD INCLUDED. 
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U INCLUDED WITH NOT ELSEHl-1ERE SH0h'N 1 LESS THAN 3 ESTABLISHMENTS REPORTING. 








CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 1954 
APPID!DIX D-1: MAINE INDUSTRY FOLLOWS T"i!:E RIVERS 
(In the 1952 and 1953 Census an analysis was mad.e showing the concentra-
tion of Maine manufacturing along three major waterways in the state, 
the A.J."1.droscogg in, Kennebec and Penobscot Rivers. This analysis was made 
as a :part of the regular Census publications since 1952 in view of the 
req~ests received for it. The teAt is that used in 1952.) 
Manufacturing industries are traditionally heavy users of water for 
various plant and processing needs. Snch industries, therefore, tend 
to lecate near substantial water sup~plies; illustrative of this is the 
following analysis of a five-mile area on either side of three major 
waterways in Ma i neJ the Androscoggin, Kennebec and Penobscot Rivers. 
The breakdown for these three is shown below: 
D-2 
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CENSUS OF MAH:E ?I.ANUFACTURES - 1954 
APPENDIX :0...2: DISTRIBUTION OF IvL.OOJFACTURnm CE:1T$US ITEMS BY SELECTED 
trSHOPPHTG Atl.EAS, n 1954 
By request, thj_s division has made an analysis of the distribution of 
the census items from the Census of Maine Manufactures, 1954, by 
selected nshoppin[; Areas." These areas are described geographically 
r8,ther than on any economic or market patterns, which are beyond our 
means. It is not a study of consumption or sales, but of the economic 
contributions of the manufacturing community to the area. 
The composition of the "ShopJJing Areas" used in this stucl.y is as follows: 
All those minor ci vi 1 divisions with reporting YP.a'Lu.factur·ing establish-
ments within a ten-mile radius of the points s:J0c 1.f18d~ 1J.1hose radii were 
drawn on the 19.5'-+ ea.ition of the "Official :~:ig~1way Map : 11 published by the 
Maine State Higb:way Department, are subject to ·the limitations of that 
map and include only Maine towns and cities. 
Area No. Descrip tion of the point of radius 
A ten-mile radius drawn from a 
point (at): 
1 Midway between Caribou and Presq:ue 
Isle on Route #1 
2 Houlton 
3 Eastport 






10 Midway between Biddeford and 
Sanford 
11 Midway between Skowhegan and 
Madison 
12 Rumford 






CENSUS OF MAI ~TE MAJTUFACTURES - 19 54 
Distribution of Manufacturing Census Items by Selected 
"Shopping Areas 11 
, YEAR i VALUE OF PRODUCT : GROSS l4AGES PAID I AVER,i GE ANNUAL I TOTAL AVER AGE I NO~OF R;PORTING 
i ( ooo•s OMITTED) (Oc~·s OMITTED) EARM INGS j' EMPLOYf"ENT ESTABLISHMENTS 
: $ $ $ ~ IDENTIFY- 1 :,. j . 
~ I NG TO vJN ( S ) i I 
--· ·-- --l---1--- -+------- ·- ----!.----- -- _____ ; 
Ct\ RIBOU I 1953 14 g75 . I 936 2 0)2 I 953 I 34 
I p~muE ' 1954 14 805 2 14$ 2 2g3 I 941 j 35 
2 HOULTON 1953 4 539 I Olf2 2 686 I 388 I IS 
1954 35n 111 2698 I 2se ,e 
3 EASTPORT 
LU BEC 
4 BAN GOR 
OLD TOl~N 
5 lr!t,TE RV ILLE 
6 AUGUST A 
7 Ln!ISTON 
AU.SU KN 
8 nRUNSt~I CK 
9 PORTL,\ND 
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I\ 419 





















32 ~~ m I :~ m 






3 g2J 119 225 839 2 850 79 234 948 
4 310 681+ I 209 755 2 883 ' 72 7ll9 I 007 
_____ L__ -----'--- --- - L- ----------
~ .. ' 
·~· 
.. ~.... 
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c~rnus OF MAINE MANUFACTtffi.:-SS - 1954 
APPENDIX E: AGE PATTER1-.rs IN MAPJE MA:m.JFACTlTRI:HG HTJJUSTRIES 
In the armual Product and Employment report for 1954, in order to make 
our files of Maine manufacturing establishments more complete, we 
asked for certain historical data of which the date that the firm or 
establishment started O}Jerations in Maine was the first question. 
We then proceeded on the basis that the date furnished in the majority 
of cases was that when the firm or establishment originally started 
operations under the e.,':ist ing legal structure at the present location 
regardless of changes in the financial or ownership framework (in the 
case of corporations). For the most part it was assumed that minor 
name changes did not enter the picture unless they represented an actual 
change o:f (nonr-corporate) o"mership. 
Of the total establisJ:i..ments reporting in this survey, 1496 were in usable 
form at the time this analysis was rmde, the others were incom_plete 
pending corrections or additions. As of the year end 1954, the average 
manufacturing es tab lis:hment in Maine hacl been operating 20 .8 years. 
The ~arliest year of operation reported was 1820, a textile establish-
ment, and the period in which the largest number of establishments 
started operation (modal period) wa.s from 1945 to 1949 in which 23% or 
341 of the 1496 reporting establishments began. Almost 9%, or ono 
hundrea_ twenty-nine of the total reporting establishments, commenced their 
E-2 

APPEl!DIX E (Continued) 
operation before 1900. In tert1s of average years of o:?er?.Jtion the 
Pa:!.)er industry is the oldest ~rith a .38.5 years averag e while Textiles 
is second 1rrith an average of JE • .3 y ears. Ta.1: en as ~,resented in the 
tao le, the ;'701.mgest indu stries are Leat~:.er and Lumb er with. 15.6 years 
ea ch; h o,,,rever, Electr:.c2. l }.1£,c'.1:i nery ,,rh ich is ~1.ere i:1 inc lucLed vri th the 
!~o~-Electric grouJJ s::ovred a r~ average of only E .1+ years vri t h five rep ort-
ing est-::.b lishme r ts. 
In the tevble followb.g ,,rill be founa., ·oro':::en ctm rn ·oy industry g rou:p: 
t h e modal p erioa., t > .. e earliest y ea r re:,;orted, t ', e aver:v-- e a g e as of 195L1- , 
t h e number of units usea_ i n t:-i_ e sarrn le, ai1d t ~,1e c.:i..istrii'm .. tion of t hat 
sa:m1J le according to the "!)erioc! .. t hey b egan 0·1J e r a t ions. It shon l cL be n ated 
t hat t }:e Lumber incl.n str~r is so rriei.·;'.:3,t clistorted a s a result of t :1e inclu-
sion of p ortable sa1;rmills wh ich c11ange loca tion quite ::reouentl:t , and t he 
rep arte e'. date ma :,. be t hat of TJe:ra tio n in t h e ~1 res ent l ocation. Where 
furnish ed, ::1 0 ,rever, t l-:.e ori c; i na l starting date is us ed r a t her t ha n the 
aforementioned figure. 
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CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES• 1954 
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF MAINE MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES AS OF 1954 
I I I NUMBER OF Fl RMS START ING OPERATIONS 3/ MODAL EARLi EST AVERAGE NO. NUMBER OF PRIOR 1900 1910 < 1920 19jO 19io I 1945 INDUSTRY REPORTED OF YEARS UNITS IN I TO I I I I I GOOUP PERIOD OPERATING / SAMPLE YEAR AS OF 1954! y 1900 1909 1919 1929 19J9 1944 1949 
All MAINE 1945-19ll9 fj20 20,s I tll96 l?.2.. 2..Q_ QQ. ill. fil ill_ ill_ MANeFACTU RI NG 
moo AND KINDRED PRODUCTS ...... 1920-t929 1865 22.~ 271 22 17 23 4"' u 3$ 20 61 
TEXTILE MILL PRnDUCTS •········· PRIOR 1900 1$20 3g.3 73 24 5 2 3 9 6 II ! 
APPAREL & OTHER FIN!SHED PROD- I I UCTS MADE FROM FABRICS & SIMI- 1950 IG93 17 .2 50 I 4 3 7 6 g 7 LAR MATERIALS••••···•·••••·•••• 
LUMSER AND WJOD PRO DUCTS 1945-1949 1$65 15.6 533 21 20 27 51 61 g3 143 ( EXCEPT FU R~l 1 TUR~ •••• •• ••••••• •• 
FURNITURE AND FIXTURES •• •• ••• •• 1945-1949 1361 19. I I ;~ 3 I 2 2 6 2 10 PAPER AND ALLIED PR:lDUCTS •• •••• ,RtOR 1900 1e54 ;s.; 45 14 9 I 2 g 2 4 
PRINTING PUBLISHING AND . 
ALLIED l~DUSTRIES •••••••••••••• 1930-1939 iz;g 27 .6 119 17 12 g 12 21 llJ 19 
CHrn I CALS AND All I ED PRODUCTS •• 1945-19~9 1s,e 1$.0 40 2 3 0 4 7 7 11 
LEATHER AND LEATHER PRODUCTS ••• 
' 
1930-1939 1376 15.6 106 5 3 3 4 30 12 26 
STONE, CLAY, & GLASS POODUCTS •• 1945-1949 J/ 1i95 21.6 35 r 4 4 6 5 I 7 
PRIMARY ~1ET AL INDUSTRIES & 
FABRICATED t1 ETAL PRO DUCTS • ••• •• 1945-1949 1i46 29.7 56 II 4 4 g 5 g 9 
MACHINERY & ELECTRICAL MACHINERY 
EQUIPMENT SUPPLIES••••·••••••~• 1945-1949 IG61J 20.1 34 4 2 0 4 3 2 II 
TRA1,JSPORTAT ION EQUIPMENT ••••••• 1930.1939 1329 17 .4 ~7 2 2 0 4 I Ii 5 12 
SC1Ei\JTIFIC INSTRUMENTS & MISCEL-
1930.1939 J/ 1353 4 6 ·· LA~}EOUS ~ANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES 21.3 53 2 3 10 10 10 i 
J/ BASED UPON A CO.MPUTEO ARITHMETIC MEAN 01 STARTING Y.EARS. 
g/ THE NUMBER 1496 REPRESENTS THE USABLE SCHEDULES OUT OF THE TOTAL 1802 REPORTING FOR THE YEAR. 
}/ THE NUMBER OF FlRMS STARTING OPERH!ONS IN THE POSTWAR PERIOD MAY BE DISTORTED ON THE HlGH SIDE AS A RESULT OF INCLUDING PORTABLE SAWr'illLS,, 
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C:EfJSUS OF MAEE M~TI3F.ACTURES - 1954 
A?PEHDIX F: FRI~:JGJJ BEYEFITS I:::T I~nIT MANWACTURDTG DSTA.BLISHiv$NTS 
In these days of intense competition a sign if icant portion of labor costs 
wr::.ich are not a direc t :payroll charge a :re the ttfring e or welfare" benefits. 
These benefits a ~e princi~Ja ll? insurances for whkh the employer pays either 
a part of or the total cost. In the 1954 Product and Em~loy ment schedule, a 
section was :provided to c_etermil1ethe extent of these plans in t he simplest 
form possi-ole--a ta-oulathn of the r.1.urn"i:)er of firms where t h ey are in force. 
lTo atter.1:pt has b een rn3,de at this tir..rie to det e rmine the cost of the -;Jlans or 
the numo er of emJ.:')loyee s cover eel by suc h plans . 
Th e sc:1ed.ul es recei,_r ed in usab le form fr om eEr: l oyers numtered 15JO and the 
i terns of the sch ed·c. le a.re show: in the following tables express ea. in terms 
of the actual nur1fb er of firms r eporting in each category and as a percentage 
of the total 1530 repoTters. 
Item jXur:flJ er of firms re~o~rtj_ng IP~I·centag·;~ 
I suc~1 J?lHn s for l1hic~_1 they : the total 1530 I 
II pay at least a portion of : r eporting firms 
1
. 
th t . 61.. I e cos ; 1o 
-· Blue Cross or some other 1 .. ·---·- --- - f --t 
group hos~ i tali zation , 
1 
I 
insurance - -r · I 21i.J 1• 15.9 j 
I I I :Blue Shield or some other I j 





Grou~J sickness and. ace i.d.e11 t ! 
insurance 






Pension plan 118 I 7 .7 
Bonus or profit sh2.:rin;:; plan 7Lf I 4.8 I 
-~~~ 9:: ~:~~:~::~- ;he -;~~ ~; ~, --,;-o t~er ;, e:1:.;~:-: ,,-~,::-:~ s,::~ical1/ de- _J 
fined ; h owever, t,.,o that were list ed a:· e lo" interest loans and stock I 
plans.) j 
- ------- ~---------------·-: 
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CENSUS OF MAI1"T'.E MAIITJF A.CTUP.ES - 1954 
Non-productive labor costs such as -paid holidaYs, vac ations, and special 
leaves of absence are also of interest. Following the same p rocedur e as 
in the fringe benefit section, the tables below present the actual number 
of reporting firms in e~ch of the a~plicable c ategories and that same 
figure expressed as a percentage of the total 1530 reporting firms. 
P \ ID HOLIDAYS y P AID SPECIAL L3A~S OF .A.BS3NC:U Jj 
Item l-*-.....___%_._ _______ I_t_em _______ --4_#--1,._% __ _, 
January 1 507 53.1
1
11 Sickness in family (or self) 154 10.1 
February 22 194, 12,7
 
Death in family 272 17,8 



























Witness duty 102 
Marriage 114 








tj In the cases reported as "other," national 
20.3 guard or reserve duty, deer season, town 
meeting daY, and a miscellany of special 
42.5 items were noted. The pa,yment of wages 
in most c ases for wi tness, jury, national 
45.5 guard or reserve duty amounted to the 
difference between regular wages and the 
2.5 amount received for the services performed. 
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VACATIONS 
The number of firms reporting th~t they gave at least one wee.k's vacation 
with PaY numbered 631 or 41.2% of the total 1530 reporters. Varying 
lengths of service were required to earn this vac ation as seen in the table 
below. 371 firms gave two weeks of vacation again de~ending on the length 
of service. In the two categories 1 week and 2 weeks, 17 and 46 of the 
firms, respectively, provided these vacations only for a restricted class 
of personnel, usually the office and supervisory staff. Many firms with 
union contracts base their v acation on a percentage of earnings between 
cert2in dates as the determinant for vacation pay while the actual time 
off in most of these cases is one week in which the entire plant usually 
shuts down. This is particularly prevalent in the shoe and paper indus-
tries where the p eriods of shutdown is used for an annual inventory and 
cleanup with a skeleton staff. 
'Required length of service for: I l week raid v;cation 2 weeks Pa.id vacation 
% 
#= of total 4f= of total 
i 
Less than 6 months 24 
I 
1.6 0 .o 
6 months to one year 87 5.7 5 .3 
One to two years 469 30.7 69 4.5 
' Two to three years 20 1.3 77 5.0 
Three to four years 5 .3 42 2.7 
Four to five years 1 .1 3 .2 
Five years of more 8 .5 129 1 8.4 
Restricted to office and 17 
supervisory 17 1.1 46 3.o__J 
None reported 899 I 58.7 . 1159 l 75.9 I 
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Cfil.TSUS OF MAINE MA.NUFACTUR~S - 1954 
APPENDIX G - VALUE ADDED BY MA111JFACTUBE IN MAINE 
INTRODUCTION: 
In order to make a closer comparison of state and federal data, respond-
ents were requested to furnish the cost of the raw materials used in the 
production of 1954 manufactures. The difference between this raw material 
cost and the value of product is the "value a.clded 11 -by manufacture, and 
while the figure obtained by t h is departr:ient will not be the same as that 
of the u. s. Department of Conrnerce (l.1ece.use of different st3.tistical 
technicfues used and respondent interpretation of an entirely new i tern), 
it will be similar enough for comparative ::mrposes providing that the 
inherent differences of methodology are kept in mind. 
StJ:MMARY: 
In the year 1954 Maine manufacturers produced a 1.139 billion a.ollar prod-
uct; the ''Value added!' by manufacture amounted to 612 million. Of the total 
product value, raw material cost accounted for 46.2%, gross wages or direct 
labor costs accounted for 27.9fo of the total and, while there are many 
factors to consider, among them in the 25.9~ balance are included overhead 
and profit. A like breakdown of 1'value added,!' and raw material and labor 
costs as a per cent of product value is preser.ted in the following two 
pages by county and by major industry grouy. 
T .. T. Trott, Jr. 
Director of Research and Statistics 
G-2 r. I 




CENSUS CF MAINE M~NUFACTURES • t954 
TABLE S-1. THE STAT£ BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS, VALUE AODED BY MANUFACTURE 
"VALUE ~ODED" 1 ·- RM·! MATERIAL AS A PER CENT OF 
(OOO's OMtTTED) VALUE OF PRODUCT 
--- ----- ------ ----- ------t-- - --- -· 
$ 612 179 46,2 
TYPE OF HJOUS TRY 
FOOD AND 1<HJDRED P lllWCTS 65 23, 57.3 
TEXT I LE 11: I LL PRODUCTS ................................ 110 565 1'9.7 
APPAREL AND OTHER FINISHED PRODUCTS MAD£ FOOM 
,A&RJl!s AND SIMILAR MATERIALS•••••••••••••••••••••• I! 6~2 53.3 
lUMBE R ANO ~JOO O P ROOOCTS (EXCEPT FU ltJ I TU RE) ••.••• , ••• 65 570 }Jo., 
,URNtTURE ANO FIXTURES •••••••••••••••••••••• •••• ••• •• 2 925 ~4.; 
PAPER AMO ALL tEO PROOOCTS 
••·•·•••··•••·•··•·········· 
16:! 91'2 ~2.3 
PRI.MTlNG, ·PUBLISHlrlG, AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES ••••••·••• 
'' 693 23.3 
~EMJtALS AND ALLIED PIVJOOCTS •• •••••••••••••••••••••• 5 358 66.o 
RUB8£R PROOOCTS ••••••••••••••.•.••••••..•••••.••••••• 531 ,a.2 
LEATHER AND LEATHER P!r'OUCTS ••·•••••••••••·•·•· • ••eo• 77 526 ~7.9 
STONE, CLAY, AND SLASS P ROOOCTS • • •••••••••••••••••••• 9 022 111..3 
Pft .tMARY METAL INDUST~IES •••••••• ••••••••••••••••• ·••• 2 051 22.i 
FABRICATED i1ET AL PRODUCTS (EXCEPT ORDNANCE, 
MACHINERY ANO TRMJSPORTATION EQUIPMENT) ............. 19 9~t ~9.5 
MACHINERY (EXCEPT ELECTRICAL)••·•·····••••••••••···•• JO 329 26.7 
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, "EQUIPMENT, ANO SUPPLIES•······• 5 11'7 35 .1' 
TRANSPORT ,\TION EQUIPMfNT ••••····•••·•••••·········••• 26 585 49.6 
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS, ETC. •••·••••••••••••••••••••• 1'51 40.-
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING INOOSTRIES ............... I 668 43.ll 
- --- ---- -- -- - ..  ---- ---- ------·--······--·-·- -<------~-----' 
;ross HAGES AS t 
A PER CENT OF I 




















U Pn !USMOUTH NAVAL SHIPYARD WAGES INCLUDED BUT ffJT THE VALUE Ot PRODUCT, THEREBY RATIO tS NOT APPL I CABLE, 
.. , 
. :~ 
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TABLE G-2 - THE STATE BY COUNTY, VALUE ADDED BY MANUFACTURE 
r-·-- -- --- ---- -
couNrv -·- ----!"VALUE ADDED" RAW MATERIAL A~ GROSS WAGES AS I 
I 
A PER CENT o( I A PER CENT OF 
~(ooo•s_OMITTE_D_> ___ vA_L_UE OF !~_VALUE OF PRODUCT 
I $ 612 179 !ifu1. I n.i 
- -------------
All MANUFACTURING 
ANDltlS COGGIN .. ..................................... 76 }7$ 44.~ 2$.t 
AROOSTOOK •..•.••••••.•••.•.....................•..• 22 g3j 57.1 13.6 
OJMBERLAND 
·•••••·••·······•·•······•·•···•·······•• 
1og 406 45.2 24~0 
FRAN KLIN ••.•...••••• ••. .•.......•.•...•........•... 14 257 43.6 30.9 
HANCOCK .••••...••••. •• .••......•.................•• 14 027 4o.o 23.9 
KENNEBEC ........................................... 61 609 5 I. 1 24.5 
'P KNOX .•••.....•.•.•..•...•.....•.......•.•.........• 16 700 4~.o 21. 7 
• 649 lf7.5 26.; -t:- LINCOLN •............... , ..••...•..•...•.....••....• 3 
OXFORD ••• :. ••••• •••••••••~••••••·•·•••••····•···••• 43 012 41.9 29.5 
PENOBSCOT 
•··········· ··••••·•··•·•················• 
g9 3tio 39.0 23.6 
PISCATAQUIS •.•....••..••...•...••.•.•••......•....• 7 071 lJ 1.2 ',. 7 
SAGADAHOC .......................................... 29 si, 49.$ 23.q 
SOMERSET ........................................... 2$ 293 !J G. I 27.s 
WA LOO 
••·····••··· •····· ·• ···•·••············ ······· 
6 662 70.1 12.5 
WASHINGTON 
•• ••·•·····••····••·••••······••·······•• 
20 149 51.s 19.0 
YORK 
·•· ·•••·· •······•·•·••····••···•·••··········•• 69 907 4S.I N 
1/ PORTSMOUTH NAV AL SHIPYARD t~AGES INCLUDED BUT NOT THE V/\LUE OF PRODUCT, THEREBY RAT 10 IS NOT APPL! CABLE. 



